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STATE OF ΧΛΙ.1Κ.
Τ the Suprem·' Judicial Court, In Equity:
kV
heeler of Pari.·», In the County of
Wπι J.
>\ford. complains against the Welchvllle
LaMtaf Company, and say·:
Klr»« -That the said Welchvl'le Lumber (,'omp.in;. I- a corporation duly organized under the
law- of the State of Maine, an l d· ing business
it Welchvllle, In the County of Oxford In said
Sta>e.
secowt—That Its established place of holding
meetings is at said Welchvllle and the full
ti ount of stock Issued Is 41 share· of $11") per
share.
Third—That on the twentieth (3») day of May,
A.O.I! 'J, at a meeting of the stockholders of
sal'l corporation, legally called therefor, a
ijuorum tietn* present, said stockholders unaidnwusly voted to dissolve said corporation, there
beln< thirty two (3i) votes In favor aud none
··

opposed.

Koui-h—'Taat there are existing Habilites
against *al'l corporation which mn>t lie paid and
exl-tlng a.«sets thereof which requl'e distribution
anion* the creditors an I stockholders and make
Deces-ary the appo'ntment of a trustee, or receiver to oerform those duties.
H.th—1't'hat your petitioner le a stockholder in
said company.
Where ft re, your petitioner t-ravs that this
Honorable Cou.t may decree said corporation to
be dissolved ami terrain ited. and appoint a receiver to close up the affairs of said corporation
ail·I m ike such lurther orders and decreet as
shall seem to this Honorable Court to be necessary.
l> tied at < >xfor<l, Maine, this 11th day of July,
A. I». li*«3.
W. J. WHEELER.
STATE OF M A IN F.
sltkkmk Judicial Cocrt. In Vacation
Ο. 1OS.
i
Au«c. IS,
On the foregoing petition, ordered, That a
hearing thereon Ik; bait tn Chambers In the
Court rlouse at Auburn, tn the County of An.
droscoggtn. on Tuesday, the Ur»t «lay of Septemlier, Α. ι» ΙΓβ, at one o'clock F m an·! that
»ald petitioner cause a copy of this petition an<t
order of court thereon to be served on the clerk
of -aid corporation at least ten days before the
sal I time of beariug, an·I also cause sal·I petition
λη·Ι order of court to be published twice before
► aid hearing In the Oxford
Democrat, a new·"
paper printed at Parts In said Countv of Ox fori,
t the en<l that all partie» I η te rente· I may then
they *le
aad th re appear an<t l>e heap I If
hire, touchiug the su· ject matter of »!·! ictltl'.n
ami «how cause If any they have why the prayer
thereof should not be granted.
A. R SAVAGE,
Justice S. J. Couit.
A true copy—Attest:
Chahlis V. Whitman, Clerk.

The chief danger lies in the matter of
tilthy stables, filthy milkers and filthy

of the product. We do not
make any sweeping charge in this direction against milk producers in general,
for we believe the agitation of the subject in the past has resulted in cleanly
conditions upon many milk-producing
farms, but there ought uot to be a single
farm supplying milk for market upon
which conditions are not right. There
ought not to be any dark, filthy, illventilated stables or foul vehicles in
which feed for the herd is carried or the
prtuluct sent to market. There should
be no milk sent to market from animals
diseased in any form, or that are allowed
no exercise or sunshine.
The course to be pursued in hastening
this movement for more healthy milk lies
in the frequent and most rigid inspection
of all herds and stables where milk is
produced, by fearless officials. The
should be
i license fee paid by milk dealers
I sufficient to enable this to be done, but
should be
; if not sufficient some method
adopted that will make such a course
I possible. This movement is naturally
promoted by those representing tho consumers of milk, for they are most interested in the purity of the supply, but
it will not be impeded by seusible milk
to
producers. Every effort that tendsthe
increase the public confidence in
in healthfulness of the milk supply
increases the demand for milk, and tho
greater the demand the better the price.
While there are many otherwise fastidious persons who drink milk in most any
condition and swallow all sorts of filth
in doing so, there are many people who
never drink milk on account of their
suspicion regarding its quality. Some
of the latter would become liberal consumers of milk were they convinced of
the cleanly conditions under which it
was produced and handled.
An exchange says that gradually but
too slowly there are coming into existence sources of unusually pure, wholeIn these modern upsome milk supply.
to-date establishments the stable floors
are kept scrupulously clean, the ventilation is perfect, the animals are carded
sufdaily, given wholesome food ami
ficient exercise. The milk is drawn
from the cows by men with clean hands,
dressed in clean "white suits, and always
required to be in this condition when
attending to their duties in the dairy
stable at milking time. The milk is
beeu
kept in clean utensils that have
washed, steamed and aired so as to deexamstroy all bacteria. The cows are
ined" regularly by a veterinarian and
none allowed to remain in the herd that
Of course
are not in perfect health.
all this extra labor aud expense must
be met by a higher price for the product
for it costs more to produce milk under
these conditions than uuder the conditions prevailing upon some farms.
The essence of the matter is keeping
tilth of everv form out of the milk and
then handling it in such a way as to
in the
cause it to reach the consumer
We think the discrimsame condition.
inating consumer will be willing toperform his part in this transaction—that is,
for such milk
pay a reasonable price
when the regulations made aud enforced
guarantee such milk.
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cuu-

cationul campaign with city milk conto
sumers, who must bo brought fully
realize what an easy vehicle milk is for
disease ami tilth aud how many are
themselves daily consuming this stuff
and giving it to their children. Next
they must be showu that pure, clean,
wholesome milk is an expensive product,
and if they wish to obtain it they must
are giving for that
pay more than they
When there is a
usually supplied.
demand for this high-grade milk it will
be entirely met by milk producers,
though there is also need of education
on that side of the grttf subject.—Mirror and Farmer.
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RATIO WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,

Physician A Burgeon,

of Milk

The movement for a
purer ami
reachmore wholesome milk supply is
will
result in the
ing many cities and
the
from
herds
of
elimination
presmany
ent number supplying the milk trade.
It is probable that no article of human
food has been placed upon the market
that depends so much for its hoalthfulness upon conditions surrounding its
production as milk, and when we reflect
that a larger proportion of it is consumed iu its natural state, without cooking,
which is so effectual in destroying disif they exist, we are appallease germs
ed at the dangers that may lurk in the
milk supply. There is no doubt that
the conditions that surround the milk
supply are in some instances abonominably bad, and too stringent rules regardthe matter cannot be established and
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Some one has said that man the good
the bad one, has hie start a hun

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clakknck Hale, Judge of the
District t'ourt of the United State·» for the
District of Maine :
/ItlARLIS Ε. ΒΕΝΝΕΓΤ of Parte, In (he
County of Oxford. ami State of Maine, tn
«al·I District, res: ectfully represents, that on
tue »h ilav of May, 'a»t past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress
re.atlng to bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and right* of property,
and has fully compiled with all the requirements
of said Acts'and of the o.ners of Cou t torching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, that he nny be decreed
by the Court t» have a full discharge from all
délits provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated th's 1st lay of Augu-t, A. (>. I'.wJ.
CHARLES E. BuN.NETT, Bankrupt.

Maine Farmers.

hay.

Saturday, Aug. 1,

was

a

and a great amoiftit was put in, many
Many
crews working until after dark.
have only made a small beginning as yet
getting their hay.
The Biddeford farmers are happy.
The barns in many cases are already tilled to the ridgepole, and there is more
land the grass is
grass to cut. On some
to
so stout that it bothers the machine
cut it in hangup shape, and the ground
is covered to such a depth with grass
that it is almost impossible to make it as
it should be made.
A Bath clerk who had a bed full of
bees gives the following receipt for the
extermination of such insects who bother people in a manner similar to the way
they used her: "Place a piece of cloth
in so as
over the exit and push it gently
to completely stop up the hole. Secure
several gallons of boiling water, use
freely on the affected parts until the
squealing of the creatures has stopped;
then open the hole aud pour any quantihalf a pound,
ty of insect powder, over
in among the dead insects and then leave
alone for a day and the bees will be
fonnd to be positively dead. Thia she
has tried with great success.

To Thoiaas S. Bridgham, a Justice of the Peace
In and for the County of Oxford and State of
Maine:
The undersigned, C. H. Gammon, Virgil P.
IH* otiter, Eltaa E. Bryaut, A. A. Forbes, aud
Ε. H. Forbes, owners of pews tn the meeting
house at East Buckd<dd, known as the Eederal
Meeting Mouse, In the Countv of Oxford, desiring to be incorporated request you to issue youi
warrant to one of them directing htm to notify
the pew owners of said meeting bouse according
to law to meet at the time and place to be men
tinned in said warrant and for the puroo-es ol
Incorporating tbe owner* of pews In said meet
lug house, by cb<>oslng a Moderator ami a Clerk
and such other officers as they may deem proper
A Iso : to take such action as may be necessary
for the preservation and repair* of aald meeting
house, and to see If they wld voie to put the can
and custody of the said meeting house Into th*
hands of the Ladle* AW Society of East Buck
Held.
BuckHe'd. Aug. 8, WW.
V. P. DkCostkb
C. H. Gammon.
R. B. Eombk-h.
A. A. ►oKBts.
E. P. Bar ant.
STATE OF SAME.

the mother after birth.
More than a little, I fancy, of t
of the cow depends upon the start
theflrat few
existence. Cows are made or unmade
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are

they are gradually
milk, at first on y

Of a week or ten days it Is taking au
skim milk. As this change is being
to feed some gram to
made
are
up fur «ho element.
lu-kimr in the skim milk. For tnis
purpose I prize buckwheat
it isrich in iust the kind of food the
calf needs. This I feed dry, putting a
little in a box after the milk raUon has
h«en ?iven.
It is wonderful how soon
the calf comes to look for the grain
About the samo time I
λ siu»»i
feedimr the calf hay.
crate placed near
handful in
chance
to
it
a
calf soon affords
-ratify its desire to nibble something.
Gradually the amount is .Dcrea.ed and
♦hi* ration kept up. Even after the
calf has been turned out to pasture it
will continue to eat a good big ration of
liav nifht and morning.
Every day my calves have a {r®eh
olv of water. I think not all of us place
a high enough estimate on
part ο
to
the calves'food. It is
see to all these small particulars.
the
for
we are raising calves, most of us
future good we may get from them.
This is the way I start my calve
I have been well pleased with the result. The points( I
.riven are the result of expenonce arnt
observation. They are perhaps more
valuable to me on that account.
Home.

Inake

ing or eating and then closed again
with as little delay as possible.
"Why. there's no danger from pimtes ut this time of day. Mr. Menzlce,
is there?" I replied, a little startled.
"Nae danger?" he said thoughtfully.
"Weel. A'm no sayln' but they're
scarcer noo—the Lord be praised for
that same- but A'm thlnkln* even ane
or twa may be plenty for quaet folks.
There!" he udded suddenly In a different tone ns he gripped me by the arm.

Af-
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"begin
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"See till yon noo!"
1 looked, and. as If by intuition. I
understood what lie meant It was a
low vessel with two masts and square
lateen sails that had just made Its appearanee from behind a high wooded
point of the island. There was something easy and graceful In the way she
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feeding value equivalent to about 40 bushels of corn, estimating "ruin at sixty pounds per bushel. On rape alone, without any grain
whatever, hogs do not make satisfactory
gains. Iu the one experiment along
this line reported 36 pigs averaging 0i
months old lost a total of ttO pounds

grain has shown

when fed for two weeks on rape alone.
Rape has proved a little better than
good clover pasture for hogs. It required on the average for two trials 38.5
pounds less grain to make 100 pounds
of
gain on rape than on clover.
Dwarf Essex rape planted in drills 30
inches apart is recommended, pasturing
when the plants are 12 to 14
to

begin
inches high.

I

ter. but Uio vessels were even more
clearly visible than they had been In
the glow of the sunset. All three had
kept their course, but as the schooners
lay nearer to the wind than the ship
both were closing on us. The breeze,
however, had freshened, and the Crusader was forging ahead. It was evident that the schooner we had sighted
first would cross our course at some
distance behind us, and even tlie other
would hardly cross our bows as easily
as I had supposed when I saw her first.
If they were pirates, as Menzles
thought, there was η chance of our
running away from them after all.
"That looks better, doesn't It?" I said
as we stood on the main deck Just out-

side the poop. "The old ship may show
them her heels after all."
"Ah wudna say till the contrary If
they'd only let her alane, but A'm
thiukin' that's no the Lord's wull, sir,"
he replied.
"Why, what do you mean?" I asked,
not catching his meaning at the moment.

"See till that noo!" he eald, laying
his hand ou my arm and pointing to
the foremost vessel. My eyes followed
his hand, and I started. The schooner
Her
was coming up into the wind.
black hull was shortening, her big la-

teen sails shivering. She was going
about.
"She's going to give It up," I exclaimed, "or else you were mistaken,
and she isn't a pirate after all."
"That's as the Lord pleases, but A'm
thlnkin' ye'U see. Bide a wee, sir."
She came round slowly till she headed for ns directly, and then she seemed
to hang In the wind for a minute, as if
in doubt whether to go about or to fall

o/T again. I was watching breathlessly
for her next movement when my companion exclaimed. "Eli, man. Ah
A sudden flash leaped
thocht sae!"
from the bow of the schooner, followed
Instantly by a Jet of white smoke.
There was a strange noise overhead.

been

neglected.

I

suppose."

'oor."
"Heavens, man!" the skipper exit
exercise, they develop good, healthy claimed In quite a new tone. "If
should be. what's to be done?"
frames.
In weaning the common method Is to
Menzies glanced coolly up at the sails.
shut the pigs up and let the sow go out
"Weel." he said composedly. "Ah
to pasture. Then the music begins. dlnua see that we can pit ony malr
the
Better have a feeding floor adjoining
canvas on her the noo. sae A'm thinkhog houee. The feeding can be done In' we mlcht be irlttiu' oot the guns an'
here. Shut the sows in on this floor and
for It wudna be jlst bocomallow the pigs every access to them. cutlasses,
Peed the sows all the oats they oan eat; ln' tae pi' in wltlioot a bit fecht."
I stared at the mau. but a look was
give them all the water they can drink.
The pigs are fed all they can eat. They enough to convince me that he was
I fancied there
go in and can get to the sows. By the speaking seriously.
end of a week the sows will be dry, and was even an unusual look of Interest
fludin
and
so
the pigs
disgusted going
in tils cold eyes, as if he rather ening nothing that they'll just quit.. You
The
the
captain
prospect.
will find by the end of the week not a joyed
turned away with an oath and began
can
Tou
mother.
near
its
will
go
pig
turn the sows right out to pasture with to give hasty orders for the bettor
the pigs and there is no more trouble. trimming of the sails. The mate
This is not a theory for it is a very easy watt Led him for a moment Then he
thing to dry a sow by feeding nothing turned Γο me.
but oats on a dry floor, and letting her
"We iiiicht as weel be seeln' what
have plenty of water.

HOOD Fjnw
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sharply to the steersman and gave him
the onlcr to bring the ship up Into the

Both the second mate and I
wind.
stared at hiui silently, too much surprised to ask any questions, even If
the expression of his face hadn't forbidden It. Dut in fact he seemed a different man from the moment when the
Γ:ΐ1Ι of Ike skipper had placed him in
command. His rough manner had beEven the
come a umntorfi:l decision.
lines of his face and figure Imd

angular

force and a rough digdeveloped
nity thai were impressive. Two or
three quick, peremptory orders to the
crew followed that to the man at the
wheel, and before I could understand
whai was being done he had brought
Iter head !o the wind and laid her to.
Cood heavens! Was lie going to sura new

render without an effort?
It seemed so. and the question broke
from i;.y lips as I stared in astonishment across the wounded body of the
skipper, whose suggestion he had treated so contemptuously not ten minutes

before.
"Na. na, sir," he answered grimly;
"A'll no be sayin' that n'tegither, but
A'm thinkin' there's naethlng to be got
by gettln' blawn tae bits. Please the
Lord, we'll hae a bit fecht for't yet."
Next moment he ordered two of the
men to carry the captain below. There
was something even more cool and deliberate than usual in bis way of speaking. which certainly had an effect on
the sailors, who when the firing first
began seemed inclined to become demoralized. Now his clear, hard tones
seemed to act on the men like a tonic,
and they sprang to carry out each order as It was given In a way that showed renewed confidence both in their
commander and themselves. They lifted the skipper's body from the deck
and proceeded to carry it below.
Menzies turned to the second mate.
"Ye'll see him pit dacently in bis
berth. .Mr. Jitrvis. but ye'll no be losln*
time aboot it. ΛΊ1 bo wantin' ye here

thinkin' it's efter sundoon, onyway, sae it '11 no be unbecomin' tae haul doon that bit ensign.
If the Lord pleases, it may e'en gie
the deevils a' the mair confidence."
He called a sailor and gave the order,
which was instantly obeyed, and then,
casting another look at the schooner,
which looked gray In the fading light,
lie descended to the main deck with
the same heavy, deliberate step he
would have used In walking the deck
in a calm.

Ιπια orton Been wnni discipline

c«u

though

half hiss, half scream, and a moment
later the heavy boom of a cannon rolled sullenly ueross the gray water. I
turned a startled look ou the mate,
but his eyes were already turned upward to the rigging as he coolly continued: "It ΊΙ be α lung gun amidships.
Lush me! An' tae think we caunu gle
her a bit shot oorsol's."
A voice, so changed that for a moment I scarcely rccognlzed It for the
skipper's, came down from the poop
deck.

"Don't you thluk we had better put
her ubout, Mr. Menzles?" It said tremulously. The mate started for the first

time.

"Gang nboot? What for wad ye
gang aboot? Wudna ye jlst rln Into
the mooth o' the Ither ane?" Then he
added In a hasty half whisper to me:
"A'll hae to look efter blm or he'll gang
clear aff his heed. Ah hae kent be was
but α pulr fuehlonless chleld. But the
Lord's wull be dune."
In anothe? second be had swung himself on the poop, ,where the skipper
stood staring

helplessly

at the vessels,

Whose true character lmd just dawned
upon him with u paralyzing shock. Aa
soon as she fired she began to fall off,
and it was α minute or two before she
came up uear enough to lire again,
but wheu site did the shot tlew screaming through our rigging, cutting several
ropes and teurlng α hole In the lower
part of our main topsail. The skipper
hud turned deadly pale and leaned
heavily against the rail, but us he saw
her coming up for a third shot be

unbroken part of the rail and spoke.
"Noo. my lauds, hand yereel's ready.
The first "ane Ml be alangslde in two
We canna' stop
or three meenutes.
them frae boarilin' us. but ye'll mind

an* let tly wl* the cannons. Mr. Jarvls.
Ah reckon
when Ah gle the word.
they'll list altoot sweep the decks. ie
needna mind the ane on the fock sle.
We might want It later on. Noo. m ud
ye, A'm no sayln we'll beat them, but
A'm thlnkln* It's Jlst death onyway. an
it's mair beeomin' tae dee, if we maun
dee, fechtin' than seekln' mercy frae

wheen thrown deevils like yon.
The men were beginning to cheer,
but ue he'd up his hand to stop them.
"Na, ua, lauds,·* he said. "Keep yer
braetfc till ye need It, an' that '11 no be
lim*. Dlnna let them guess we re gaun
tae fecht till we canna help it'
There was a dead silence, and the
I glanced
men looked at one another.
along the line of weather beaten faces
and noticed that some of them seemed
uncertain what to do next.
"Look here, my men," I said.
Keep
steady. See that your guns are all
ready. Stand well back on this side
of the deck and be ready to fire when
I give you the word-not a moment
sooner—and then fire low."
"Aye, aye, sir; that's rlcht Mind,
men, an' whan ye've fired ye'll jlst oot
Am, comln
cutlasses an' follow me
doon whan she comes alangslde, but
no till then.
They mlcht want toe
speak till us, though Ah dlnna expec*
that muckle manners frae them.
Silence fell on the deck again when
he stopped, and some of the men
looked at the caps on their n»u8ket® to
There was
see that all was ready.
hardly a sound except the occa8,°n
a

flapping of a sail or the crisp dash of
The Hght
wave against the eWP.
gasped out the words:
was fading rapidly, and the
"Put her about, Menzles! I insist up·
was closing in, gray and misty, and as
09 it! Put her about, 1 say!"
I Hstened I fancied I could bear the
"Na, na, captain. Pit her aboot yerof water, as if thrown off fro
■plash
■el\ gin ye want her sunk," was th· a vessel's bows close at hand, and once
cool reply. "Ah dlnna mind a fecht,
or twice a confused noise as if of many
but it's uue pairt o' ma duty tae throw
voices.
the ship awa because ye're frlchteued."
It was the mate's voice that broke
This open dellunce seemed to arouse
the oDoresslve silence.
I
els·
the skipper as perhups nothing
would have done, for he made α quick

Make horse· eat, expel worms, when fed at
step forward at the very moment our
directed, Increase the milk supply in oows ! pursuer 11 red ber third shot. It was
make stock healthy, prevent sickness and : better ulmed than the others and struck
distemper, keep young stock on the gain I the rail close behind him, shattering it
prevent and cure indigestion, make bens lay to a hundred pieces, one of which
By increasing the appetite and aiding the
digestive and assimilative functions thej struck the cuptuin in the head ae he
enable all kinds of stock to get the greatest wus in the very net of ordering the
1
possible benefit from feed consumed.
mute below. He fell without a cry. and
"My horse had scratches and was rur
for an instant
down. I gave him Hood Farm Condition Menzles bent over him
Powders and noticed a change tor the bet- Then he straightened himself and look·
A.
A.
Govs, Montp* ed around. 1 had spruug up the steps
ter In a tew days."
lier, Vt.
to help with the skipper, but he quietly
Prices: 25c., 60c. and il. A 85 lb. boj
waved me back.
sells for 15. Prepared by C. I. Hood Co.
"Ye ueedua miud Mm the 1100," he
Lowell, Mass. For sale by F. A. Shubt
Lxrr A Co., Sooth Paria, Me.
"Lie's fuur beyuut help, A'ui
■aid.

there was a sound of hauling ropes and
creaking yards, and I could hear the
rush and splash of water close alongside as the schooner forged slowly
ahead to windward, drifting down upon us as she lost way. Then there was
another shout, a pistol was fired, and
next moment Menzies leaped from the
the expoop to the muin deck with
clamation:
"Eh mon, Ah thocht as much I If
the thrawn deevil didna try tae pit a
bullet In me. Noo, then, Mr. Jarvis,
are ye a' ready wi' the cannons? Weel,
then, awa wl' the ports, an' Are!"
There was a low, fierce ring in his
voice, and next moment the sailors
who stood by the movable parts of the
bulwark on the windward side dragged
The four cannon were
them away.
fired almost simultaneously at a range

a

bol^on

Hood's Sarsaparilta

pursued them with a shout. It *u
not till I bad reached the bulwark near
our poop deck and saw one of my followers In the very act of leaping down
upon the deck of the schooner, wblcb
seemed to swim below me In a red
gloom, that I came to myself.
looked
I
Menzles?
was
Where
around In the gathering darkness, and
as I did so there was a sudden blaze
of red light and then a roar. For Just
a moment the blood stained deck below
me. with Its heaps of dead and wounded men, shone out clear In the crimson
Then the vessel beside us
light.
seemed to heave and rise and swell
and then, with one deafening crash,
spars, masts, planks and even human
beings were hurled high In the air and
descended In a ball of ruin on our
decks. I heard one wild, triumphant
shout My eyes seemed full of the red
Something
glare of the explosion.
■truck me on the head and the lights
went out leaving only darkness and
silence
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KEEPING THE WEIGHT DOWN IS NOT
A DIFFICULT PROBLEM.
FalteaUf Food· Are Avoided, and
Judlolooa Exerclae la Courted—Am
a

"It in a popular belief," a well known
to a reporter recently,
"that a Jockey has to report to all sorts
of Injurious practices in order to keep
trainer ««Id

his weight within required limite. The
Idea, however, is α far stretched one.
Of course a Jockey has to go through
certain exercises each day and has to
be very much inure car-'ful regarding

what lie puts In his stomach than most
people In order to keep his weight down
and from acquiring a superfluity of

flesh, but he certainly does not starve
himself, as is generally supposed. If
he did so he would break down entirely
In a very short time. A Jockey must
also be in the Ικ-u |>ossible physical
trim and have l.is wit.'# about hlui be-

COHHNUro.]

DOCTORS' BLUNDER8.

fore a race, and to attain that 1.·? must
be careful how he uses his constitution.
"There are two very important tilings
his
a Jockey has to considi r in studying
dietary. He must see to it that I.h food
is of the best quality and that it contains practically no flesh formin properties. All such fattening foods as. for
Instance, soups, beef, pork, ih lato -s,
puddings and pastries a Jockey must
Coffee, tea or other
himself.

Levai Method· Applied to MedIcnl Practice Would Unoover.
♦'Now that I am through with medicine 1 can speak of the profession in a
fashion that I would not if I was still
In the practieo." said a gentleman who
What

practice your calling.

deny

drinks are only taken very moderately,
as all liquids help more or less in putting on flesh.
"Although α Jockey has to eschew
such foods, there are many other varie-

ties which he gets Just as much pleasin eating and which at th same
time are equally as good and strengthening for his constitution. A few days
before α race a jockey who has a
mount in it will not stint himself— provided he has no four of overtipplng
his proper weight for the race—in anywhich he thinks will not interure

"We have a great advantage
you, for you In your cases are subjected to the extremest publicity, while we
in our cases have the utmost concealment. Just supin*» that in our cases
we had a Judge who knew as much as
over

than we did presiding over our
actions and, worse than that, had another physician, whose Interests were
not ours, watching and criticising us
at every step and blazoning every erI>eur me, such α
ror that we made.
prospect us that would frighten the
best physician who ever lived the moment he entered a sick room, and yet
tliut condition Is Just what you men
of the law have to face In every case
or more

thing

fere with his digestive apparatus.
"Some Jockeys, of course, take on
and lose flesh quicker than others. I
have known one or two who were paranxious to ride in «-ertain

ticularly

but for which they were i»erhap9
much as eight or nine pounds too
heavy, who reduced that weight in the
same number of days. To accomplish
that, however, they have to resort pracraces,
ne

that you try.
"What sort of a figure would a lawyer cut floundering around In court
without any knowledge of his case?
But a physician can flounder mentally
in a sick room without α second person
being the wiser, though the patient
may suffer; but, then, 'dead men tell

tically to

They followed the tall ft'jure of thenui*

certainly uoi more uiau a uozt »
to the deck of the drifting schooner
and through the sudden roar of the
reports came a fierce. lnartlcu ate
bowl more like that of beasts than
The thick white smoke rose in
men.
a dense cloud, shutting otf the shadowy masts and sails that a moment
before had seemed almost to tol"h °
shrouds and make even the
of our own men look dim and sbado >
in the falling light. It was only for a
minute or two. Then seven, of the
schooner's cannon were fired Into our
bull, and next moment, with a wild
on

fierce

yell·, the pirates boarded.

I could see the men nearest me pull
themselves together at the sound.and
I had only time to shout. Now. men.
steady, mind, and aim low. whenit β
first gray figures surged up through
the smoke and showed above our bulwarks. I waited Just another Instant
to allow the wild looking figures to
dock, and then 1 «touted
"Fire"' I dare say the aim was far
from deadly, but old soldiers couldn t

tales.'
"Under such circumstances of doubt,
which is usually ignorance, the physician can look wise, put something Into
the patient's stomach, go to his office,
decide what line of experiment he will
follow, return the next day. hoping to
find that nature Is working the cure
that he doesn't know how to effect and
being ready and willing to take all of

have obeyed the order more promptly,
and the report of our muskets rang out
sharp and sudden. It was followed by
a second howl, if possible less human
than the first. It was still in the air
when Menzles* voice broke In upon it
In a tone but little less tierce than Its

OV"Noo,

lauds, cutlasses, an*

nae

quar-

ter! Follow me!"
The sailors threw down their gun.
and with a shout, followed the tall
figure of the mate into the smoke
which hung darkly over the deck
There were a wild chorus of
and yells In the darkness, the clash of

swords and the souud of falling bodies,
but. though I followed Menzles
I

met with no

opposition.

closol^

We had

cleared the deck. My advance was
stormed by the bulwark at the moment
when a sudden gust of wind drove the

smoke before It. and 1 could see the
deck of the schooner below me.
Menzles
figure
the same Instant
loomed out large as he stood for a moment on the bulwark, his cutlass wav-

although tbey

an

orchard to ma-

Judicious annual pruning is essential
with the iK>ach.
Low headed trees resist the wind
better, and the fruit is more easily

last

over

his head.

Turkish baths are also

In grafting n large tree It ls best not
try to graft the whole tree in one

to

season.

Budding on certain elow growing and
somewhat Incongruous stock is the
best way of dwurtlng.
In most cases the cause of moss appearing on the stems of apple and other fruit trees is wet, cold, undralned

long.

I have no Idea how long It

did last, for I had no tlmo to think, but
It could hardly have been more than
ten minutes before we had been driven
back bv pure force of numbers and
« who could h„d scrambled
from the schooner's bulwark to our
own, closely pursued by the yelling
and uow victorious pirates. How any
of the men got back I don't know, but
some few of them, besides Menzles
and myself, actually did so. Most of
them were more or less wounded, bu
they fought desperately and only fell

££> S

back foot by foot toward the forecastle.
Step by step, however, we were driven

Economic·! Mother,

become 'bookies,' poolroom keepand enter Into such businesses as
enable them to gratify their inveterate
love for gambling. I know of ouly ono
tide
ex-Jockey wlw Is an exception to
rule. He retired some years ago with
$50,000 to his credit, and he immediately went Into the real estate business
In New Jersey. Today he Is doing well.
He was fortunate enough, however, to
receive a good common school educa-

again,
ers

tion In his early boyhood days—and
that's a thing Jockeys very rarely get
Outside of their knowledge of horsemanship the great majority are ae
Ignorant as red Indians."—New York

'Times.

make all that fuss about one little bottle of ink!"—Lipplncott'e.

Bird· That Use relue Ingroittr,
on high trees are not
so wary about the concealment of their
nests us hedge builders and those that
seek the springing corn or grass land

Birds building

"Are Yon ReadyÎ Got"
Mrs. John retors was the mother of
a family of restless children, and she
found difficulty In reducing them to
quiet when the moment came for asking a blessing at the table. So her
course of procedure was something in

for the shelter of their hon.es, trusting
to the loftiness of situation for security. A nest placed upon the ground
Is In constant danger of exposure. A
browsing animal might destroy It
Then tho scythe with one sweep occa·
sionally lays bare one or more nesta,
thereby endangering the eggs or callow
This renders the parent
nestlings.
birds very wary and causes them to

this fashion:
"Alice, be still! Eddie, not another
word! Maud, don't you see your father ls waiting? There—now, John;
now!"—New York Times.

(SUPPORT
SCOTTS EMULSION Mm· M ·
bridge to carry the weakened and
! starved system along until Κ can M
Una «apport hi ordinary food
Send for (re· aapl·.

SCOTT ft BOW Ν Κ, Ouata»,
NnTfli
40*415 Pari Street,
joe. aad #ιλο ; ill dnoiaU·

in-

sufficient dimensions to start in somo
business. Like retired pugilists, they
have a fondness for the liquor business, and I know a few one time Jockin that trade In
eys who are prospering
different parts of the country. Others,

large.

Sick—What

frequently

riding ability and luck.
"Jockeys are not of a saving class,
and with but few exceptions I know
of none who has over managed to put
in
enough money away to keep him
even half decent comfort after retiring
from the turf. Tho majority, however,
succeed In scraping up a bank roll of

The soli for roses should be rich and
of such tenacity that it will hold together when pressed. Sand and clay
mixed is good.
All wood that is more than two years
old should be cut out from the currants
and gooseberries. They will produce
more fruit, even if the vines are not so

A Ren of Luck.
I was desperately defending the
back
Tom—I asked old Goldman for his
top of the ladder that led from the daughter last night.
main deck to the forecastle against
luck?
half a dozen pirates, while below me
om—Well, it was what yon might
I got away.—Exon the deck there seemed to be fifty call a run of Inck.
more at least, and the thought had
change.
Just passed my mind that it couldn t

whlp-

a Jockey's acyears is the average of
tive turf life. The length of his career,
bis
however, depends a great deal on

land.

An

an

dulged in by many, and they must
wear excessively warm clothing after,
and also when going for a gallop, no
matter if the weather be tolling hot
"I should say that ten or twelve

picked.

Small Katherine, who had been for"Come on. lauds!" he shouted fierce- bidden to touch the ink lx>ttk\ had ac"The sword o* the Lord an ο cidentally spilled its contents not oniy
lv.
Geedlon!" Then be leaped, and every all over her mother's desk, but on the
man of us followed him as best we rug. several chairs und her own apron.
could. I don't know how I got there, Her mother, on discovering the state of
but In another moment I found my- iilTalrs, had expressed more surprise
self on the schooner's deck, cutting and than pleasure. When the father of the
slashing furiously at a confused mas» family returned at night his little
of woolly heads and dark, savage faces, daughter met him at the door and
tossing arms and gleaming weapons asked:
from which there came yells and
"i'ntm, how much does a bottle of Ink
howls in every tone of savage pain and cost V"
"Oh, al»o'it Γ> cents."
anger. I was conscious only of the Im"Five cents!" exclaimed the aggrieved
pression that the enemy far exceeded
us in numbers, and somewhere behind youngster in a tone of deep disgust.
that was the conviction that It couldn t "And to think that mamma would
ing

tough

would give a chronic dyspeptic an appetite for hard tack.
"Walking, running, cycling, punching
the baK and hurdle jumping are favorite exercises amonu Jockeys to keep
their weight down. On goln^ out for
In
a walk or run they wrap themselves
the thickest of woolen sweaters and
other heavy clothing, no matter how
the
high the temperature may be. and
exercise Is kept up for a distance perwo
haps of eight or nine miles, or, as
In sweat'
say, until you are 'drowned

FRUITS AND FLOWERS.
injures

are as

If they were, therefore, to Indulge every day In the heavy bill of
fare that the average business or working man partakes of it Is not probable
that they would increase much In
weight or height. You often see Jockrestaurante
eys in the big hotels and
at the various racine sections after a
dinrace tucking in big and expensive
ners with a gusto and relish that
oord.

"Yes. sir, I rei>ent that the publicity
and chance for criticism In your profession, if applied to medicine, would
result in the discovery of a small
amount of science as computed with
the large amount of empiricism."—New
York Herald.

It never
it.

as

selves.
"It must bo remembered tnat oy nature Jockeys us u whole are not of substantial physique or imposing In height,

opportunity.

nure

'starving diet,' leaving

without danger of permanently injuring his health and even sacriticlng his
life; still, many willingly resort to such
'get light weight quick' methods where
they see good opportunities of making
a name or a pile of money for them-

the credit that comes his way.
"Why, the very first thing that nurses
are taught is to observe the utmost secrecy about doctors' blunders. If they
told what they know there wouldn't be
much confidence In physicians where
they are heard. Ask a nurse of experience iiliout this when you have the

Uh tL

a

little as the strain on the vitality will
permit without breaking down and trying to reduce their overweight by certain sweating exercise. It is needless
to say that no Jockey could stand too
severe
frequent repetitions of such
measures to subtract from his weight

no

ot

Role, Ridera Lan) a Doien Y «-ara
aa a Ctaaa Are Not Sarins.

and

be nearly ruined If It had to be conducted as you gentlemen of the bar

last much longer when I was almost
deafened by the sudden roar of one of
the two forecastle cannonades.
What it bad been loaded with I
Few aie entirely free from It
couldn't have beIt may develop so slowly as to caoae didn't know, but I
a cannon could
little If any disturbance daring tbe whole lieved that eo email
have done such execution. For a moperiod of childhood.
that it had absoIt may then produce Irregularity of the ment It seemed to me
stomach and bowels, dyspepsia, catarch, lntely swept the main deck, and lt cerand marked tendency to consumption talnly created euch β panic that what
before manifesting itself in much cutaneous
were left of the pirates ran like sheep.
éruption or glandular swelling.
It is best to be sure that yon aie quite I don't know what madness it was thai
free from It and for Its complete eradica- possessed me, but for the moment the
tion yon can rely on
Bight of the flying pirates seemed to
deprive me of every thought but the
mere savage desire for vengeance, and
Tbe best of all medicines for all humors.

Scrofula

JOCKEYS IN TRAINING

I leaped froiu the forecastle, closely
followed by two or three others, and

has b -en known ns a successful physician In New York for years as be sat
at luncheon in the Lawyers' club.
ff «-ourso I don't care to have my
mut' mentioned, for I have lots of good
friends in the profession, but the fact
is that the profession of medicine would

my benefit:
"Weel. A'm

spection, and each of the crew was
provided with a cutlass. Menzles himself selecting the largest among them·
The men worked with a will, and the
mate appeared to be everywhere a
once and to direct everybody,
he never seemed to be In a hurry. At
last everything had been done, and
the sailors, of whom there were twenty-five, were armed and ready. Ihen
Menzles stepped deliberately up the
steps to the poop deck and looked
around in the gathering twilight After a few seconds he leaned over the

Ι"Δ'ιη

meenute or two.
her weel. Please
the Lord we'll gle some o' them their
falrins, lauds."
We could see nothing of the enemy
as yet from where we stood on the
main deck, concealed by the high bulwarks, but In another minute I saw
the shadow of a mast and square
topped Rail creep past, and then a second. Then a hoarse order was shouted
in what I took to be Spanish. Then

ala»g-»Ide '» a
Losh ine; they'steer

be

mast once more, headed for us directly.
Menzies eyed lier for a second or two
with a hard, cynical look on his face
as he noticed that so far his tactics had
resulted as he had expected. Then he
turned away with a sound that was
almost like a -chuckle, remarking for

fense. There were four guns on deck,
and these he had cleared away and
loaded with a miscellaneous assortment of odds and ends Instead of ball,
while he took a special Interest in the
fifth one on the forecastle, which he
loaded himself. The guns and ammunition were served out under his in-

thinkln' ire inlcht lté gUlin' out
the gum."

"Noo, Mr. Jnrvis, be ready wl' the
on' staun' by toe rin back the
ports. Dlv ye hear her the noo? She'll

cannons

the noo." he said.
Perhaps Menzies' action in lying to
had surprised our pursuers, too, for
the schooner Wasted no more shot upon
us, but, flattening the sails against the

I

the

hnun's alioord than ye can see through
that glcss. an' if it doesna please the
Lord tae gie us a breeze she'll be
a la upside in half au 'oor. An' may the
Lord hae uiercy on oor siufu' sauls!"
ht' added In a lower tone.
The skipper shrugged his shoulders.
"I've often heard about these pirates,"
he said contemptuously, "but in eighteen voyages In these seas 1 never met
with one. My education must have

tlilnkln'." Tht-u lie stood as if in deep
thorgbt for half α minute. ΙιΙη eyes taking in first the Crusader and then the
At last he turned
two schooners.

do in moments of emergency and danger but that was my first experience
of the effect of purely personal character. I felt It myself, and I could boo
of tnL'
how It told upon every
crew as soon as he came into contact
with It. Something of the cool, cynical
determination of the man seemed to
enter into each one he spoke to, and
in '.ess than five minutes he had set
each to work In his preparation for de-

broad sails flattened
against the masts and the low, snaky
looking hull that crept out from the
shore. I shuddered. In a few minutes
the mate came on deck again with the
captain, and the first anxious glance
the latter cust at the schooner was not
reassuring. He had a glass In his
hand, however, and after he had examined her for a minute he turned to
his companion with a half laugh.
"Οΐι. she's ull rigut." no sum. a utiic
impatiently. "There aren't a dozen
You shouldn't alarm
uit'ii on lier.
yourself about trilles, Mr. Menzies."
"All diaiia ken what ye may consider a trifle, sir." and I noticed a cold
gleam in tin' mate's eyes as he spoke,
"hut A'tn thlukin' there may he malr
at

older. No corn should be
til the pigs are three months old. By
this treatment coupled with plenty of

As an evidence of the growing demand
for farms In Maine, we note that for the
last month hardly a day has passed
without the Parmer receiving subscriptions or calls for sample copies from people in the Middle, Southern and Western
States, wanting information regarding
New England farms and expressing a
desire to rent or. purchase, with a view
to farm life and improvement—Maine

weapons we hue, captain," be said.
"All wud 11a wonder, though, it's likely
they'll bo m.ilr in yer way than
mine." 1 followed him below In rather
a dazed state of nilnd.
It didn't take long to collect all the
serviceable arms, and when we had
brought them Into the saloon there was
still daylight enough to see both tho
schooners. The sun had gone down
souie time before, Indeed, and the gray
tint which so quickly follows sunset In
the tropics was stealing over the wa-

added as he turned away.
I don't know that I ever saw a lovelier evening or a more beautiful piece
of Island scenery, but already that
creeping black spot had spoiled It for
me.
As 1 stared at it my mlud ran
over the tules 1 had heard of the ferocity οΓ the barbarous pirates of the
eastern archipelago. 1 ill then Indeed
thev had been as unreal to me as the
adventures οί Ali Baba, but now. as 1

come

A black stallion named De.tter, owned
« >.\Koai>. s s :
by Marion Monson of Fort Fairfield, Me.,
lo Virgil P. IxCostei of RuckfleH.
was thirty-eight years old last December,
Pursuant to the foregoing application you an
in
hereby directed to notify the pew owner- of ih< and is believed to be the oldest horse
in
the
house
mentioned
m-etlng
foregoing ap New England. He was bred and raised
plication to meet at said meeting house on thi j
so there is no question
eighth day of September, next, lue».lay at tw« by Mr. Monson,
o'clock P. M. for the purposes mentioned In sal· ^ whatever about his age, being foaled in
application, by posting a certified copy of thli Floulton, Me., in December, 1864. Dur·
Farmer.
warrant ou the principal outer door of sal·
Dexter has don<
meeting house and In one or more public placet ing the last few years
team
the
in said town of BuckSeld, both of said not oe« t· • his regular work in
hauling
be ooated three weeks before said meetinr.
Soils for Poultry.
lumber, but is now having it a little eas
Given under my hand and seal at liucktteld, li |
horse
team
a
as
onlj
ier, being worked
A -sandy, dry soil is best for poultry,
said county, this tenth day of Λ ugust. A. D. 11*4
ΤΙΙΟ·. 8. kiKIDGHAM,
part of the time, though used consider as such soils, if very porous, will be
Justice of the peace.
cleaned by the rains carrying down' the
ably by his owner as a driver.
A true copy—Attest
filth into the soil, and because there is
V. P. D«COSTΕ Κ
less mud and dampness in winter. NearPursuant to the foregoing warrant to mo dl
,
farmer)
the
Up in Aroostook county
rected, I hereby notify the persons herein name ι
ly all of the large duck farms are on
,
ii
to meet at the time and place and for tbe pui
The
potato crop
are all getting rich.
soil, and the use of such soil for
sandy
pose· th .'rein mentioned.
better
still
the
and
one
a good
prices
of poultry is profitable. f.'
Dated Aag. li, lata.
raising
Oar congratulations.
V. P. DkCOSTKB.
(La)

skimmed the water, and she might
have passed for a fairy ship in the yellow glow of the evening light, and yet
she gave an Impression of danger.
was
There
something threatening
black
her
hull, something
about
stealthy and treacherous in her swift,
gliding motion.
"What is she?" 1 asked, looking at
her with a suspicion of danger.
"Weel." the mate answered slowly,
"Ali canna Jist say. but Ah misdoobt
she's no vera canny by the looks o' her.
AMI jist gie the skipper a bit ca\" he

looked

XT"Tto0rit°SStoi mixture of
was one of the first to
value of rape for hogs.

sir; A'm no eayln' if·
bouny if it wad please

na.
no

der. He had shaggy red eyebrows, under which there looked out a pair of
keen gray blue eyes, occasionally lighted up by a passing gleam of sardonic
humor, which, however, never went far
•Miough to move the hard lines of his
His
face to anything like a smile.
shaven upper Hp and chin showed a
square jaw and determined mouth
which never opened unless for speak-

far^

raise myself
PTheSweVright

A,

the moment we were ruunlug along
the windward side of a large tropical
islaud to the south of the Philippines.
The tirst mate of the Crusader was a
tall, powerfully built man, with the
high cheek bones and hard features of
the lowland Scot, which were not softened by bushy whiskers of a dull red
color, crowned by a tangled mass of
brighter red on his head that seemed
to defy every attempt to keep it in or-

time for them to go out to pastabout
somewhat
I hesitated
ure
breeding them, but finally did so and
best
possible
put them into the
The next winter they were given a
lu
diet.
spite of.ll the, «ere
generous
quite small when they began to give
milk and continue so to the Present
time. Both the heifers however, β
and the test
a good quantity of milk
shows that it is of a fair degree of richhad hette
have
But if they could
ness.
treatment when calves 1 am saw they
better cowe.
would have made
believe it pays to feed the calf liberally
came

|\l
I

\

1»,
mo^

miS

τ

τ\

the Lord tae sweep awa a
^
bautle o* pirates that's forever hangin' uboot the islands."
Mr. Meuxlee, who was the speaker,
was standlug beside me on the poop
deck of the Crusader on her voyage
from Chiua to Loudon with tea, and at

*·
.1»
so I took them
of a few
home and began feedmg them
liberally than they evidently had been
ted in the past. AU the following winter 1 gave them plenty of good
a ration of grain every day. And^nlck
knacks in the way of potato parings a
from the house we happened to
have we also gave the calves.
They responded somewhat to this
treatment, bat their progress was slow,
slow in fact, that when spring came
course

8
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wnareotageand «eemed thrift,, hut
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Gn>vriolit, JPUS,
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"Weel. captain." the mate answered
Experiments with potatoes for hogs
indicate that it requires about 4.43 coolly. "Ah wudna wonder gin that dein
pounds of cooked potatoes to equal
fee' micbt l>e remedied the noo. for it
feeding value one pound of cornmeal.
wudna surprise me if ye were tae meet
wl* twa this time. I)lv ye see yon?"
Points About Hog Feeding.
The captain started as his eye folNothing has yet been found which fills lowed the mate's hand and caught
tho bill so well as a ration of which the sight of a socoud schooner, hardly diebasis is skim milk in conjunction with tiuguisliable from the Urst. coming Infinely ground oats or barley and shorts. to sight froui behind another point
All these are flesh-formers. Corn ie a farther along the coast. As near an apfat former. A very satisfactory mixture
proach to a smile as I had yet seen
consists of finely ground oats 5 parts,
lighted up the depths of Menzies' eyes
shorts
2
2
parte,
finely ground barley
as he watched the skipper's startled
1
meal
oil
and
part.
parts
Provide private runs for the pigs, in expression, hut he only added in the
which place a shallow trough containing same matter of fact tone:
a gruel made of skim milk or buttermilk
"An", as Ah was sayln'. captain, It's
and the iueal mixture. Start with shorts, no a'tegither unlikely that ano or baith
tine day adding the coarser meals as the pigs be- o' them ΊΙ be alangside in half an
fed un-

The Aroostook hay crop has been an
excellent oue in spite of the extremes of
drouth and Hood.
A
Freeport correspondent writes:
The h»y crop throughout towu will be
heavier than last year. The outlook for
will
corn is bad and probably the crop
be very unsatisfactory, if not an eutire
OKI»Kit OF SOTICE THEREOF.
failure. Potatoes are doing nicely as far
heard from and in this vicinity the
as
m.
M
or
ain
κ.
Dis rater
<>n this ."«h day of August. A. I>. 1*8, on readcrop seems to bo very good.
apple
ing the foregoing petition. It Is
Wheat has done splendidly thus far and
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
the few farmers who sowed will bo well
A. U.
u|H>n the same on the -S*h day of Augus'-.
1 ·«, before sa) I Court at Portland, tn said DisOats are looking well but in some
paid.
trict, at 10 o'clock In the foreuoon; and that
sections of the town there are complaints
uotlce thereof be published In The Oxford Demof rust.
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
Mrs. Frances A. Blaisdol! of St. Albans
that all known creditors, and other persons In
and
time
said
place, writes us as follows: The farmers so
interest, may appear at the
and show cause, If any they have, why the
far have had discouraging work getting
prayer of said petltloner'should not be granted.
A ml It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by L-atl to all known creditor»
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Wl ness the Hon. Claiucncb Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and «he teal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the Sth day of August,
A. D. WW.
JAMES K. llEWEY. Clerk.
(L. s.J
A true copy of petition and order thereou.
Attest-J A MRS Ε. H EW BY, Clerk.
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man or
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I
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Oxford

The

practice groat Ingenuity In their efforts to protect the young birds.

ι

The skylark has been known to carry
its egg or offspring to a place of safety
after an exjiosure of the nest and It
has been said its long bind claw—the
use of which has puzzled many naturalists—is specially adapted by nature
for more easily grasping and transportlug Its treasures from the source of
danger. When the young birds ara
too bulky to be thus removed the parent bird carries them on its back,

though this mode of removal la a somewhat difficult one.—London Tit-Bits.

Money Talk·.
"I suppose Duinley likes to argue as
much as ever and is continually wonted as usuaL"
"No; he's more successful now ·ΐη^
he got wealthy."
"What has bis weaJtb to 4q with itr
"Well, when he sees he's lofting he

ESTABLISHED

THB OXFORD BEARS.

1«S.

Jfte ©sford gcraocrat,
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annual meeting of the Parie Hill
Golf Club was held at Academy Hall
era.
Wednesday evening. The reports of the
several officers and committees show
that the club is enjoying a good degree
Coming Events.
of prosperity, both socially and finanwere
The following officers
Sept. S oxfor>l Pomona Grange, Otlatfekl Gore. cially.
Sept. 22-2*.—Seventh seventh annual conference chosen :
of Maine Congrcgatlonallsto. Fannlngton.
President—Charlee L. Case.
DATK8 OF AtiKlCL'LTOBAL FAIKS.
Treasurer—George M. Atwood.
Secretary—Arthur K. Forbee.
Aug. 2S-28.— Kastcrn Maine, Bangor.
Aug. 31-S«pt. 4—Maine State, Lewiston.
Bethel.
Park
S-li>.—Riverside
Association,
Sept.
Cb"1" "·
Sept. 1.V-I7.—Ox fop I County. South Parle.
Sept. 32-24.—Androsei ggin Valley, Canton.
Sep». 29-Oct. 1.—West Oxford. Fryeburg.
After the adjournment of the meeting
Sept. 30, Oct. 1.—Oxford North, Andover.
ice cream and fancy crackers were servAn interesting announcement made
eu.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT*.
m the course of the meeting was that an
Kail
The
addition to the links is projected. A
furnishings.
Ko bee.
Summer
lease for the rest of the season has been
Summer Wrappers.
taken of the ten-acre field belonging to
School Begin».
Our New Fall Hate.
the estate of Miss Cushman, lying north
Probate Notices.
of the present links, with a right of way
Notice of Appointmentacross the pasture which lies between.
Yarns.
Γ his will be soon laid out so as to <»ive a
Boys' Fall Wear.
Bankruptcy Notice.
nine-hole course, with distances of about
Parker's Hair Balsam
278 yards on at least two of the holes,
Crawfop! Cooking-Range·.
and the course will be a great improveNotice.
ment over what is now in use.
Soldiers' Reunion.
1 he Paris Ilill Library Association at
'03.
Noktu Paris, Mk., Aug. 19,
its annual meeting Wednesday chose the
The annual reunion of Company F. following officers:
of the Ninth Maine and Company C of the
Presldent-Mlse F. A. Hammond.
\ Ice-President—Mrs J. c. Cummlni»
Eighth Maine Regiment was held to-day
An»sta Eastman.
Secretary—Miss
with Comrade W. W. Dunham.
Eight Treasurer—aim Ε. II. Jackson.
comrades of Company F and two of
°' A· Tbayer· Mr* L· 8
Company C were present, also several
veterans of other
regiments, among The librarian's report shows that there
whom were Capt. Prince of Buckfield are 127»J catalogued volumes in the
Small
of West Sumner,
G.
M.
ami Capt.
ibrary, and that 1277 books have been
who represented the navy. A most per- loaned «luring the year. As the recent
fect day for the meeting brought many accessions to the funds have been small,
people, and over ninety sat down to the the treasury is low, and more money is
tables which were loaded with good needed to—carry on the library as it
things that were provided for the inner should lie.
Miss L ua P. Taylor is spending a few
man.
After dinner music and speeches were days with friends at Bath.
and
was here from Thursday
Mr. F. D. Welcome
in order.
family furnished excellent music, and night till Saturday afternoon, hie first
Mr. Home and wife of Norway filled in visit home this year.
A tea was given at the studio in the
the spare time with a gramophone.
Several of the comrades were called olu court house Thursday afternoon.
truite a number of the young people
upon for remarks, and Captain Prince
ate a picnic supper at Hooper's Ledge
ma·le the speech of the day.
After so many years it was remarkable Tuesday night.
Miss Jeannie Hubbard is spending a
to see the three Barrows brothers, Fred,
Horace, and Columbus, present, also week with frieuds at Grand Beach.
of
The
three-act comedy drama, "Capt.
an
older
a
son
Adna,
brother, Captain
will be given at Academy Hall
Albert Barrows, whom we well remember, and who was cne of those for whom Wednesday evening of this week, for
the mothers, wives, and sweethearts the benefit of the Episcopal church, by
awaited the home coming in vain. There the Paris Hill Theatrical Society. A
were also present the widow and two portion of the seats will be reserved,
rull particulars given on bills.
sons of Dea. Win. Berry of Sumner. Kev.
Rev. J. H. Little expec ts to occupy his
John Berry of Vermont and Kev. Henry
Berry of Illinois, both of whom responded pulpit at the Universalist church again
The sessions of the Sunto calls for remarks and who greatly en- next Sunday.
joyed the day. Rev. H. S. Pinkham of day School, which lias been takin" a
for
a
call
to
for
four
Paris
also
vacation
South
weeks, will also be reresponded
remarks. As none of these ministers gave sumed.
The Universalist circle will meet at
a sermon, Mr. Frank Starbird of South
Paris, who was last year voted a mem- Academy Hall next Friday evening. An ι
ber, and who was often called upon, at attractive programme will be given by
last gave a sermon much to the enjoy- Mr·. John Wood and guest-» from Snow's
Mrs. Daniel rails, to be followed by a promenade.
ment of those present.
invited. Prices as
are cordially
Small explained to the company what an
thanks on usual. Further particulars will appear
a
vote
of
anthem is, and after
the
for
Brown
on
Frank
hand
bills.
motion of Comrade
The regular Saturday afternoon tea
tine manner in which they had been entertained by Comrade Dunham, the at the golf links was given by Mrs.
meeting was adjourned to meet with Snow. Nothing was lacking to make
The
e
occasion a perfect success.
Comrade Abbott at Canton, August 17th,
audience was the largest vet seen upon
1W4.
It was also voted to hold an extra such an occasion. Next Saturday Mrs.
meeting on the first Wednesday in June 1 terce and Mrs. Thayer will give the tea.
with Comrade J. A. Noyes and family everybody is cordially invited. A contest m ill be arranged and announced by
in Paris.
Voted to make Rev. Seth Benson an the Greens Committee and prizes for
association.
^ given bv Mr. Pierce,
honorary member of the
?. *!!?ner8E.wl11 wood
is visiting friends
«"bam
At
The following officers were chosen:
in Rockland this week.
President—I.uther Abbott, of Canton.
Mrs Pottle and Miss Pottle have reSecretary—F. L. Wyman.
Treasurer—A. G. Parlln.
turned to their home in Lewiston.
Mrs. Goldberg expects to closo her
Printers Ate Together.
house here for the season durin" the
Something in the nature of an informal present week and return to her New
reunion of members of the Oxford
ork home.
Democrat force was held at Paris Ilill
Albert Moore and Miss Grace Doe of
The visitors
last Wednesday, Aug. 19.
Cambridge,
Mass., are at B. S. I)»>e's.
Forbes, and They caiue from Cambridge by autowere guests of Arthur E.
annithe occasion was his twenty-fifth
mobile, most of the way in company
versary as a printer, he having entered with Frank S. Harlow and family.
the Democrat office as printer's ap-,
The usual
five o'clock
Episcopal
prentice on the 19th of August, 1878. service held in the Universalist church
There were assembled present and past at 1'aris Hill will beat half
past four
members of the Democrat force with >n
Sunday, August 30th. A sermon
their wives to the number of fifteen in will be read and the monthly collection
all.
will be taken. Bishop Codman has reAt 1:30 the party sat down to a firstquested that it be known as Missionary
class dinner at the Hubbard House, I
Sunday and it is hoped that the ottering
with the following menu:
will be generous.
sour.
Miss Isabel B. Hay and Miss Florence
Consomme Royal.
\V. Thompson of Portland are recent arOlives.
rivals at the Hubbard House.
FISH.
The service at the Baptist church SunISakot BlurHsh.
day morning was conducted by Professor
Cucumbers.
E. C. Teague of Hebron. Rev. Mr.
KO AST.
Bishop was supplying for Rev. H. S.
Chicken.
Pinkliam at South Paris.
Rlced Potato.
Ureeu PeuRev. J. J. Lewis gave his illustrated
Cranberry Sherbet.
lecture on the Canadian Rockies in the
SALAD.
Universalist church Saturday evening.
Tomato * la Mayonnaise.
Through that wonderland he conducted
DKSSKKT.
his hearers, illustrating his journey by a
Mocha Cake.
Vanilla Cream.
great number of tine views of some of
Nuts ami It&lslns.
the most majestic mountain scenery in
Coffee.
the world. The coloring of the views is
were:
table
the
at
Those seated
worthy of special raemtion. A colored
Mr. and Mrs. tieorκ« M. Atwood.
lantern slide is apt to be crude.
The
Mis· Maud Douglass.
coloring of these slides is delicate and
Mrs. Λ. T. forties.
Miss Fannie A. Forbes.
harmonious. This Monday evening Mr.
Arthur K. Forties.
Lewis give» his lecture on the Passion
Miss Flora M. Mitchell.
Play of Oberammergau, which is spoken
Mr. and Mrs. Ernett F. Sbaw.
Mr. an<l Mrs. Wirt Stanley.
of very highly by every one who has
Miss Una Ρ Taylor.
An exseen it, without exception.
Harokl T. Thayer.
perienced operator manipulates the
Jarvls M. Thayer.
a
motion
Charles K. Waterman.
number
of
lantern, ^iid
pictures
After dinner a social hour or two was | are shown after the close of each lecture.
Rev.
R.
of
Auburn
C.
at
his
home.
with
Mr.
Forbes
preached
Tenney
spent
The Democrat force includes a num-1 at the Universalist church Sunday from
ber of old hands. Mr. Forbes has been the text, uHe hath made every thing
continuously connected with the estab- beautiful in his time.11 The singing was
lishment since July, 1880.
George M. I by aquartette consisting of Mrs. Wilson,
Atwood, his partner, has been associat-1 Miss Tolman, Mr. Dunn and Mr. Fletched with him since November of the same er, with Mr. Tolman at the organ.
Percival J. Parris, Esq., of Philadelyear. Miss Maud Douglass, head compositor, has been with the paper since phia, is spending a vacation with his
Wirt Stanley, foreman, relatives here.
May, 1887.
Rev. and Mrs. Jesse G. Nichols and
entered tbe office in July, 1887, and has
been in it ever since with the exception daughter of Hampton, Mass., who have
been at the Union House, returned Satof a few months.
urday. J. J. Patten, wife and three chilParis Hill Qolf Tournament.
dren, of Boston, are now stopping there.
A tennis tournament for doubles is in
The leading event of the week was the
second golf touruanieut on Friday and progress on the court of the Paris Hill
which will occupy two
Saturday, and it was an attraction to a Tennis Club, and
Monday
Tuesday.
large number of spectators aud contest- days,
Ernest F. Shaw and family go the tirst
ants.
The weather was all that could
of
to
where he
Kennebunk,
September
be desired and the element of chance was
engagement for a year in the
considerably enlarged over former has an store
of Ο. E. Curtis.
the assignment of grocery
tournaments
„

*£·,
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partners by lot

by

at the end of each round.
North Buckfield.
The beautiful cups put up as first prizes
by Mrs. Case were won by Mr. Fessenden
Everett F. Bicknell and wife of Noraud Miss Helen Cole. The second prizes
way were at his father's, J. F. Bicknell's,
by John Morris and Miss Mariou Hal- the 10th.
lett and the consolation prizes by Mr.
H. M. Wheeler's friends from Portland
John Keilly and Miss Julia Carter. The have returned
to their home.
:
score was as follows
C. W. George of Boston gave the
koisd.
rntsT
neighbors a very tine entertainment on
Mr. Davles and Miss Hallett beat Mr. Atwood | the lawn in front
of B. S. Record's on
and Mis· Carter, & up, 4 to go.
He has one of
Mr. W. Atwood and Mrs. Jacob beat Mr. the evening of the 18th.
Shaw and Mrs. Davie·, i up, 4 to go.
the tinest gramophones ever seen about
Mr. Thome and Μ lee Josephine Cole beat Mr. here.
Bo·!gem and Miss Brown, 3 up, 1 to go.
Peter Brow, a Frenchman, who was at
Mr. Morris and Mis· Potter beat Mr. Brooks I
and Mia· Met rill, 1 up. IS hole·.
work for Carl Ileald haying, died very
M
Us
Mr.
Jacob |
Cole beat
Mr. tlammond anU
suddenly Saturday morning. Carl found
and Mrs. Urown, 1 up, IS holes.
Mr. l'otter and Ml·· Kellly beat Mr.- Stanton him dead undntho cow where he had
and Miss Morris, i up, 1 to go.
been milking.
Mr. Fessenden and Miss fessenden beat Mr
Loren Keen's
daughter, of East
Bellly and Mis· Thorne, » up. 4 to go.
Sumner, Mildred, has been visiting rel»tlHST DIVISION—SBCOND HOUND.
in
our place the past
tives and friends
Mr. Feaeenden and Mia· Kellly beat W.|
week.
Atwood and Mia· J. Cole, 5 up, 4 to go.
Mr. Potter and M Is· Fe senden beat Mr.
There are six old people in our village
Thorne aud Mrs. Jacob, S up, 4 to go.
within one-half mile of each other
Mr. Morris and Ml·· cole beat Mr. Davles and | living
whose average age is over 87 years.
Mite Potter, i up.
Mr. UamutouU and MIm Uallett, a bye.

COM»3LATION DIVISION—SKCOND HOUND.
Mr. Stanton an.ι Mia· Carter beat Mr. Jacob
aud Miss Urown, 3 up, 1 to goMr. Kellly and Miss Merrill beat Mr. Shaw
and Mrs. Davles, 4 up, S to go.
Mr. Atwood and Mia· Thorne beat Mr. Brook·
and Mrs. Brown, i up. 1 to go.
Mr. Ko<lgers and Mia· Morris, a bye.
rinsr Division—SBMi riKAL.
Mr. Morrleand Ml·· Hallett beat Mr. tlam
mond and Mies FcMenuen, 5 up, S to go.
Mr. Fe*»enden and MIm Cole beat Mr. Potter
and Ml·· Bellly, 5 up, 4 to go.
CONSOLATION DIVISION—8KMI FINAL.

|

Newry.

"Keen and clear, from the meadow* near,
The ring of the mowers' ecylbev we hear,
A» with rhythmic sweep they out the hay
In the gladsome ahlne of the summer day."

Mrs. Ricker, from St. Louis, Mo., is
visiting at Wni. Small's.
Mr. Charles Jackson, formerly of
Paris, but for many years a resident of
| the West, has been visiting at Austin
Powers'.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. B. Knapp have apent
Mr. Bellly and Mia· Thorne beat Mr. Atwood
a week with friends in Bethel and Paris.
•ad MIm Mon la, S up, 4 to go.
Mr. Jacob Paine of North Newry is
Mr. Staulua and Mim Carter beat Mr. Kodgers
and Mia· Merrill. 7 up, 6 to go.
reported ill at the home of his sister,
riUT DIVLUON—FINAL.
Mrs. Mabery, in Bethel.
Mr. Feaaenden and MIm Col· beat Mr. Morris |
Mr. O'Niel Hastings, who has been
aud Κ lad MalleM, 5 up, 4 to go.
very ill, is reported convalescent
cuaaoLATioa division—final.
The farmers are improving every fair
aud MIm Carter beat Mr. Staatoaj
Mr. Belli?
UJy Anu
day hoping to finish haying soon.
1 to
and MIm none, J
up,

go.

We note the recent arrival of Joseph
of Boston at Ν. E. Morrill's,
where Mrs. Emery and Master Ralph
preceded him several weeks.
Wednesday evening we heard from our
cot strains of music from Prof. McConathy's concert at Nezinscot Hall,
which was counted a success by expert
artists.
Judge Whitman, of Norway, a native
of this town, who is associated with
Alfred Cole in compiling a history of
Buckfleld, is in town looking up data for
the work.
Wednesday a car load of Chase
descendants arrived and were transported to Chase's Mills, where a reunion
took place on Thursday.
A lecture on resubmission is announced under the auspices of the W. C.
T. U. at the Baptist church, Sunday
evening, Aug. 23. Hon. John D. Long,
Rev. Messrs. Abercrombie and Turner
are expected to participate.
John Irish's sheep, and others in town
Some have
are being harassed by dogs.
been killed. And still these pests are
allowed to live.
Thursday was a hard old day for reunions and grove gatherings which were
announced to come off on this date.
We frequently hear of persons hunting for their spectacles while they lie
astride the nose, but for one of our lawyers to be seen "flying around like a hen
With her head cut off," to find his Boston Herald, while all the while it securely rested under his arm, was a little
But Tom found it
more than ludicrous.
later on.
J. Π. Carey of Salem, Mass., who has
been spending time at his camp at

Emery

Roxbury Pond, came down Wednesday
stopping with his son-in-law, Dr.

and is

Harry Heald.
The report of the death of James A.
Thompson comes from Cornish, where

he had gone with his horse to attend the
He was an aged man and has
lived in this town and Sumner, ne
leaves one daughter, Mrs. Ernest Damon
of this place.
Miss Amorilla B. Spaulding of New
York, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Spaulding, is spending her vacation with
her parents. Miss Lida Α., a younger
laughter, a nurse at McLean Hospital,
Waverly, Mass., is having two weeks'
vacation with her parents.
Presiding Elder Ladd visited the M.
E. church here Thursday.
The remains of James A. Thompson
this Friday morning
from
arrived
Cornish, accompanied by his daughter,
Mrs. Ernest Damon, and her husband.
Miss Adeline E. Barrett passed away
August 20. She was an old lady, a
sister of the late Gilbert Barrett, Esq.,
well known in this county.
Friday morning the descendants of
Aquilla returned to the train from
Chase's Mills where they held a wet reunion on Thursday.
They seemed in
excellent spirits. "A cat may look at a
and
so
we
of
the
Thomas conking",
tingent could look on and bid them God
races.

You

speak, John,

long, long

of the

gtory to which you turned alter reading

the iteme. A§ you predicted It came to
the happy and much deeired ending, υο
you suppose it always so happens In real
life? But I begin to think our little
serial is about as Interesting to the average reader as anything which baa appeared In the Democrat of late. I ne
uncertainty of the next chapter appears
to lend peculiar zest to the reading. I
hear there are lively comments from adjoining states, and the neighbors are on
the tip-toe of excitement. They seem to
be truly worried for fear you are only
amusing yourself and do not really intend
to visit Paris. You have no idea what a
sensation your appearance would make.
Without question you would become a
center of interest in this vicinity. If
you are weary of the quiet routine of
farm labor and desire the stimulus of
public attention your course is plain, but
the fact is you appear to require a strong
inducement before you will come. Has
it occurred to you that you expect a good
deal for the honor of your presence/
Where is the profit to me? At the first, I
demanded nothing of you; you were invited, and practically assured of a plate
of honey, but did not choose to accept.
As to pudding, it involves considerable
labor and expense, and I was taught not
to pick out the plums. Furthermore, 1
never shall bait any hooks In advance, 1
might lose the bait. I could not promise any visitor what we should have for
dessert. I always said that if a guest
did not care more for my companionship
than for the food prepared, I did not
wish them to visit me. It is also evident
you were not personally an acquaintance
of mine. How did you know that I
should like to be called "my dear" right
in public? How did you dare?
\ou
make us "only 30 years." I like to be
truthful so will say I shall be 34 my
next birthday. As long as any age is
just right it does not matter. We should
be pleased with an answer If there is
anything to be said. Most people think
you have a duty to do.
The illustrated lectures were well attended and highly spoken of.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Fickett of Rumford Falls were here over Sunday and
Monday of last week.
Mrs. Sarah E. Curtis and Earle Adams
have been visiting at Gorham, Ν. H.
Horatio B. Hammond arrived home
from Massachusetts last week.
C. C. Dearborn has gone through the
central part of the state on an advertising trip for the Atkins Saw Co. Mrs.
Dearborn accompanied him and they
will be away until the first of Septem-

b<Frank L. Willis is away for

doing some repairing
at Redding.

Andover.

Bethel.

Weet ParU.

Buckfleld.

a

for Mr.

days
Skillings
few

"

hall laat
Sunday the Universalis pulpit The musical given in the
The evening wae nnder the auspice* of the
was occupied by Rev. J. J. Lewie.
to
listened
evening meeting was followed bv 'an Untversallst social and wasCredit is due
illustrated lecture upon Switzerland.
by a fair sized audience.
Miss Grace Dixon of Angusta is visit- those who had the matter in charge.
Rev. John Suter, who hae recently
ing her eister, Miss Daisy Dixon.
is on the gain.
Wednesday evening the Kinder-Sym- undergone an operation,
The Congregational circle met in the
phony wae given in Odeon Hall for the
ball last evening, an entertainment folbenefit of the
Last

Congregational society

management of Mrs. J. G.
Gehring, and was finely rendered.
Owing to the sudden and serious illness
of Miss Weed, who had one of the principal parts in the second part of the profor
gramme, it was necessarily
the present but it is hoped after Miss
Weed's recovery that the public will be
able to enjoy this part of the entertainment which had been very carefully preunder the

postponed

Living pictures, mostly oriental
views, and music occupied the latter
part of the evening. The costumes were
pared.

very beautiful.
Miss Martha Hersey, who has been
spending several weeks in Bethel, went
to South Paris Friday, owing to the
critical condition of her aunt, Mrs.
Miss Hersey will return to
Stowe.
Somers,
Conn., the first week in
September to resume her duties as
principal of Somers High School.
Mr. P. Saunders, formerly in trade in
North Waterford, is to open a general
store in Odd Fellows' Block about the
tlrst of September.
Wednesday as Ilarold, son of Mr.
Walter Chandler, was getting down from
of hay, he fell upon a pitchfork
load
λ
which had been placed "tines up" to

The fork penea binding rope.
trated his arm about three inches from
the wrist and came out six inches higher,
passing through the fleshy part of the
arm.
Fortunately no veins or arteries
were severed and the wound is doing
well under the care of Dr. Sturdivant.
Mr. Scott Wight went to Bryant Pond
Wednesday to have charge of the music
iit the grovo meeting.
Rev. Mr. Gleason and family are having a little outing and much needed rest.
The public schools will open August
31, and the Acadcmy, Sept. 1st.
The fair at Riverside Park will be
held Sept. 8, 0, and 10.
Mr. Fred Chandler and family have
been spending the week in Bethel and
Uryant Pond. Mr. and Mrs. Chandler
started for Montreal Friday evening to
return Monday. Mr. Chandler will return to South Paris Monday to resume
his duties at the station Tuesday.
hold

East Hebron.
Rev. Z. J. Wheeler from Bowdoin supplied the desk for Mr. Kelley last Sabbath.
Rev. Mr. Kelley returned from his
vacation passed in Bath on the 17th. lie
and Rev. Mr. Wheeler attended the Otisfield Quarterly Meeting the 19th and

lowed.

SPECIAL SALE OF

VICTIMS OF VESUVIUS.

Potatoes are looking fine.
Should the rust keep off several days
longer a large crop will be harvested.
Fruit is scarce, apples none and garden

truck small.
H. W. Poor of New York is visiting
his father, Hon. H. V. Poor.

Obituary.
Ellen M. Lovejoy was the daughter of
Lucius K. and Abbie (Rowe) Keene. She
was born in Abington, Mass., Jan. 20,
When Ellen was about nine years
1846.
of age her parents moved into the town
of Peru. On Oct. 25, 18ft), she was
united in marriage to Joseph H. Lovejny, and nearly forty years of happy
married life was passed near the place
where the change came and she passed
to the higher life Aug. 15, 1Θ03. The
funeral services occurred at the Dickvale school house August 17, attended
by Rov. T. H. Scammon. She leaveb a

Fall

ed ruteoli, uow l'ozzuollj, another
Greek city of large wealth and with
much commerce; Capua, one of the
great military posts of ancient Uouie,
now covered by a modern city, also a
garrison, and Suessola, whose medicinal springs held high repute among the
gouty epicures of the Uomau time.
Cataclysmic have been the earth's
throes around that tailoring monster
Vesuvius, for some of these buried cit-

Wear
Just in and we
want you to
look it over.
Ni:»; THE TAILORING

hands laid her to rest amidst a bed of
other hand, offshore at Hal.;· you may
flowers, arranged by sympathizing
a boat when in smooth
friends. This neighborhood gives her look down from
houses and
with the full assurance that it has water and discover ancient

A NAVAL ACADEMY DAY.
ItlcrM KouC.tc Tttsit Kulca the
Mldilici·' IVnblisi; llotir*.
.cut at the diLet us look for :i
i:i the acadevision of time In a v.··
::v.akeiis the
my. The moriil.i,;
lie
young midshipman ai <> o'clock,
has thirty-live minut.s to dress and
appear for roll call. When this is over
ho and bin comrades march at once to
breakfast. It is then about twenty minutes before 7 o'clock. After breakfast
a short prayer is offered by the chapThe

lain. The meal Is over by 7:3 ». and
then there Is the sick call. Twenty
minutes later the midshipmen must be
in their rooms ready to ko to their first
recitation. At 7:55 they form and
march to their classes in squads. At 8
o'clock they are called to order in their

II'» well (lone

the bottom of
streets far below you
the sea. Some of these buried cities
at

Just

tvere much larger and more Important
places than either Pompeii or Ilerculaneuin,

names

yet

to

seem

many

travelers

Arthur L. Mann says he has a potato
is supposed by many to be in Canton, but such is not the case. It lies in grown this year in his garden which
Hartford, as does a large portion of the measures 13 1-2 by 10 inches. Can that
lake, and Hartford people are somewhat record be beaten in our town?
sensitive in the matter, as they have a
Timothy Willis has been in poor health
for some time and is now quite seriously
right to be.
ill. It is feared he may have kidney
disease.
Bryant's Pond.
V1
Mrs. B. P. Adkins and little daughter
Miss Grace Mountfort, stenographer
and typewriter for the firm of Bigelow & Laura of Ilopedale, Mass., spent several
Dowse, Boston, Mass., is at home on her days of last week in town.
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Davis and daughter
annual vacation.
Mr. aud Mrs. Chester Mann returned Mildred started for Biddeford last Friday for a vacation trip of a week or ton
home to Athol, Mass., Wednesday.
Roy Hill and Allen Luey of Athol, days. Mrs. Davis will visit in Woodfords and North Haverhill, and Mr.
Mass., are guests at Fred Stevens'.
Miss Myrtle Bacon is visiting this week Davis also intends going to Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Day, Mr. and Mrs.
atS. L. Russ'.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Chandler of South Will Lurvey, Mrs. Solon Curtis and
Paris came to II. Π. Crockett's Tuesday, daughter Marion went last Friday to Faland attended the dedication ball in the mouth Foreside where they will occupy
evening, and the grove meeting Wednes- a cottage for a week or more.
Mrs. J. R. Mitchell and
daughter
day, visited that night at Dell Cole's,
and Thursday morning returned
to Hulda and two friends, from Brookline,
visited
at
S.
N.
Young's.
Bethel, whore they are visiting this Mass., recently
Mr. Lewis M. Mann went last Tuesday
week.
Mrs. Ada Barden and Laura and Alice to Troy, Ν. H., to a reunion of the high
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Jennie Lur- school where he was once a student. Ile
will tako a vacation of three or four
vey, and Mrs. J. L. Bowker this week.
A game of ball was played between weeks and visit in New York and MassaBryant's Pond and Sumner Aug. 19, re- chusetts.
Mrs. El va Ε. Locke went to Portland
sulting in a score of 23 to 3 in favor of
Sumner. The game was the first which last Tuesday for a visit of a week or
more.
Bryant's Pond nine has lost for two
Mrs. Levi Sliedd also went to Portyears.
Πιο new arrivals at the Ulcn Mr. land Sunday for a vacation of two weeks.
Prof. E. C. Bolles arrived Tuesday of
House this week are: W. II. Small, Wm.
S. Quigley, am! M. M. Malone of Boston, last week for a stay of ten days. He
and Mr. and Mrs. Bliss of Brooklinc, preached Sunday evening in the Baptist
church, and as usual the audience was
Mass.
It was reported that about forty wont much pleased to listen to him.
from this station on the excursion Sun-

day.

Greenwood.

Mrs. Quinby Perham,
Hathaway, Miss Genevieve

Mrs.
Clara
Still haying as usual when the sun
Whitman and
shines, anil there is a large amount of it
Arthur Cushman went to Old Orchard to be cut
yet. Hardly any of the
Beach Saturday to sing in the chorus at meadows are harvested at this
writing.
the festival, returning Monday afterAlready some of the agricultural panoon.
pers speak of potatoes rusting and showMrs. Iluldah Clifford of Milton Plantaing signs of rot. None of it here yet.
tion died very suddenly Monday; funeral
Hut there are two crops usually grown
services were held Thursday afternoon. to some extent of which
nothing has
Mrs. Clifford was a member of Evergreen been said so far as
the cranborry
known,
Assembly, and a number of the sisters at- and the pumpkin crop. Of the former
tended the funeral from here.
it is thought that not a cranberry can be
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Brown are rejoic- found this side of
Cape Cod, and perhaps
a
ing at the birth of son, born Thursday. not even there; while of the latter there
Mr. Brown has resigned the pastorate of is not one to be seen much
larger than a
the Baptist church, the resignation to man's
list; and that naturally raises the
take effect Sept. 13th.
question, where will our pumpkin pies
The dedication ball of Dudley's grain come from for
Thanksgiving? But one
room was not very well attended, only
writer says, "Where you can't unriddle,
twenty-two couples on the grand march, learn to trust."
but a very nice time was enjoyed, and
Mamie Brooke made a very congenial
everything passed off in a pleasant man- call at the Bennett place last Suuday, acner.
The supper provided by the Sistercompanied by a good looking young
hood in the upper hall was first-class. man from South Bethel. Mamie finished
The new building is a fine building and her work at Locke's Mills last
Saturday
a great addition to the place.
and is now at home.
Last Thursday Alon Cole and Llewellyn
Wilson's
Emmons left their team here on their
Mrs. Lizzie Gilman is a guest at her
way to Twitchell Pond, with a view to
uncle's, F. A. Flint's.
the fish once more, which they
trying
Mrs. F. A. Flint has been selling seats did for a
while, but finally came to the
in the church and at last accounts had conclusion that it wasn't much of a
day
sold 80, not so bad for so small a place. for
fishing anyway, with the result that
Walter Bond has gone to meet his
they got a good wetting down and no
aunt, Mrs. Kugg, at the mountains.
fish.
S. W. Bennett has been at Buckman's
iAst Friday four tramps came through
camp guiding a party of boys, all minis- here, one of whom called and took dinters' sons.
He claimed to be out of a job and
uer.
£. S. Bennett went to Parmacheenee was
looking
up one; said he had a wife
with the Delaiicld party Wednesday.
and three children in Nashville, Tenn.
G. W. Brooke, A. R. Pennock and R. He was well
dressed, very civil, and
S. Bean went up with parties Thursday. more than
ordinarily intelligent.
R. S. Bean has sold his interest in the
Huldah (Jackson) Clifford, of Milton,
estate of J. C. Bean and will move to
went to the hospital not long eince,
Rangeley.
underwent surgical treatment, and so
nearly regained her normal health as to
Hebron.
be able to work out a part of the time.
Mrs. A. G. Bowman and Mrs. Manloy No wonder then that we were all surBessey have been visiting friends in prised to hear of her death, and that her
Bath.
funeral occurred last Thursday. Huldah
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bartlett and eon Clifford was the only daughter of Mrs.
returned to their home in Boston last Addie Lapham of Milton. She married
week.
a Mr. Clifford and four sons were born
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Bumpus of to them, but later on the uuion became
are
at Mr. Hibbs'.
Wakefield, Mass.,
an unhappy one, and finally a divorce
Miss Martha Pratt is in South Paris was the result.
relatives.
visiting
Mrs. J. D. Sturtevant has returned
Brownfleld.
home from DixHcld where she has been
Quito a heavy rain Thursday.
several months with her two eons.
Mr. John Sands of this village died
Miss Georgie Lawrence, of Lawrence,
Mass., has been the guest of Miss Grace very suddenly August 15, aged 82 years.
He was an upright and honest man in all
Bumpus a short time this week.
Ira Bearce is at home from Bangor his dealings, a good citizen and neighbor.
where he has been at work since com- He leaves a wife, five sons and one
daughter, a number of grandchildren
mencement at Orono.
Mr. James O. Millett of Colorado, besides other relatives to mourn his loss.
formerly of this place, is in town after The family have the sympathy of all.
The fair Monday evening at Bean's
an absence of thirty years.
Miss Grace Bumpus read a sermon by hall was a success in every way. Ice
Dr. Lyman Abbott last Sunday to a cream and cake was served to all who
good congregation. Prof. Teague con- wanted it. The proceeds which amountducted the services a week ago Sunday. ed to about $40 go to help support
Rev. Dr. G. M. P. King and Mrs. King Univerealist preaching in this town.
Mrs. Linscott, who has been visiting
were in the place Thursday.
her children in Massachusetts, has returned home accompanied by her daughNorway Lake.
ter, Mrs. Cole, and little eon.
Mrs. Rebecca Winkley of Newton,
Mr. Albert Linscott and daughter of
and
H.
Mrs.
O. Whitman of East Boston and Mr. Sam Libby of Dakota are
Mass.,
at
visited
W.
S.
reAuburn,
Partridge's
visiting friends at the Pequawket House.
cently.
Mrs. Frank Ham is in poor health.
J. S. Kneeland and Warner Kneelaud
were in Waterford haying last week.
Denmark.
Mrs. J. L. Partridge is visiting relaOne of the most successful entertaintives in Gardiner.
Mrs. Asa Frost is improving in health ments ever held in the place was held
Wednesday evening in Odd Fellows' Hall,
slowly.
Roscoe Grant has been visiting friends uuder the management of Mrs. Geo. W.
Gray and Mies Minnie Harnden, music,
at North Norway and on Pike's Hill.
readings, Ac. Many fancy artioles were
also on eale. Ice cream was served to
Dickvale.
all. Over |32 was received. The proAlbion Keene of Boston, and Mr. and ceeds to be
given to the church fund.
Mrs. Stephen W. Moran of Brookline, I
Mr. G. W. Lowd of Cambridgeport,
'
the
Mass., were here
17th, to the funeral and Mr. W. L. Jones of Winchester,
of their sister, Mrs. J. H. Lovejoy.
Mass., are guests at the Maplewood.
Mrs. Abbie Keene is now making it !
Rev. C. F. Sargent of Lovell, Me.,
her home with Abbie K. Irish.
preached in the church last Sunday.
A very few farmers have finished bayMr. Frank Alexander aud family of
ing. But it was a hard struggle.
Bridgton have been spending a week's
D.
and
son
are
for
vacation
with hi· brother, Mr. Fred
Edgar
Wing
haying
D. L. Chenery.
Alexander, her·.

Milted

/

can

be

expected.

Appie A. Merrill is out around at
times, and a part of the time is very sick.

Mrs. Mae Dinsmore and daughter Lue
from Anson are passing a couple of
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
(». Beals, and calling on her old friends.
W. II. Berry has an abundance of early
apples. As they drop off he feeds them
to his cows.
Many large orchards have
not two bushels on the whole number of

close formation. It docs not take
them long to κ<> from one building to
another. For each midshipman there
are three recitation periods of two
hours each. Half of each period is devoted to study, half to actual récita-"
tion in class. The first period Is from
In

8 to 10 o'clock In the morning, the second period from 10:15 to 12:15 o'clock
and the third perlcd from 2 o'clock to
trees.
Edith and Grace Packard, with Bona 4 In the afternoon. Between 12:15 and
Pierce, attended the lawn party at West 2 o'clock the midshipmen oat their dinMinot last Tuesday.
ner and have a few minutes afterwurd
The farmers who finished haying dur- fur rest. At 4 o'clock all the class work
ing the pleasant weather look far more Is over, but not the work of the day,
cheerful than those who have a six
for then conies the call to drill.
weeks' job of that same kind of work
I >rlll lasts an hour and a half, and It
ahead of them.
is
work, too, for the naval officer must
his
Mr. E. Lane is digging
early potaknow thoroughly the Infantry and artoes.
tillery practice of the soldier as well

Byron.
Taylor and family attend the

his own particular branch of the profession of being ready to light. When'
enmpmeeting at Mechanic Falls the his tusk is over at 5:3!> the midshippresent week to remain over Sunday.
man has an hour and a half of recreaThe grove meeting at White school
tion. This Is the playtime of the day.
house, Mexico, is in session. Quite a The
boys are then on the athletic field
last
good number from town attended
engaged In football or baseball pracSunday.
Rev. Mr. Hinckley gave his illustrated tice, depending on the time of the yearj
lecture at the Centre school house the sailing In catliouts on the harlior or Inevening of the 18th inst.
dulging In other amusements that they
W. A. Knapp and wife of East Dix- may choose. l$ut during that hour they
field, who have been stopping at J. E. am still under the rules governing genShaw's for the past few weeks, went
eral conduct.
v
home Sunday.
When <5.Τ>Γί comes t.'io mon nrc cauea
Geo. W. Newcomb and wife from Canand ut 7:30 the midshipmen
ton visited his sister, Mrs. S. Taylor, re- to supper,
must 1)0 in their rooms again and at
cently.
Mrs. A. S. Young recently visited thoir liooks. The study period Is two
friends at Bangor. lier daughter, Mrs. hours long. Then· Is u half hour's relaxation l>efore bedtime, during which
McMann, accompanied her.
Dr. S.

Oxford.

A picnic was held at Wm. Caldwell's
grove Wednesday. Among those present were Rev. Mr. Pottle and wife and
others from South Paris, and friends
from East Oxford and this place.
Leon Rich and wife from Portsmouth
visited relatives here last week.
Quite a number are attending the
Advent campmeeting at Mechanic Falls.
A game was played by the Oxford and
Norway nines Saturday, with a score of
lô to 8.
P. B. Andrews and eister attended the
funeral of L. B. Swett at Norway, Wed-

nesday.

Geo. Houghton and Mr. and Mrs. C.
P. Starbird and little daughters, Marion
and Marguerite, returned from Harpswell Thursday.
Charles Yeaton fell from the scaffold
in his barn Saturday. lie was killed instantly. Ilis son, 10 years old, fell from
a load of hay and broke his wrist the
day before.
James Wilton, formerly of Prince
Edward Island, died Aug. 11, aged 20
years.
Mrs. Geo. Cash and
friends in Portland.

sons

are

visiting

Lovell.

Mrs. Ada, wife of Rev. J. W. Grindell
of Center Lovell, who has been ill for
some months, committed suicide early
Friday morning by hanging herself iu
the stable. She will be taken to Bangor
for burial. It was a severe shock to tho
husband and neighbors, although she
had given evidence of an intention of
some Ruch action.
Mrs. Freeman Andrews has sold her
pine timber in Stow to Samuel Evane of

Fryeburg.

as

the young men may visit each other's
rooms, hut at 10 o'clock all lights must
be out.
For five days in the week this Is the
unvarying routine, with the exception
of two hours' liberty Wednesday afterOn Saturday
noon for the first chiss.
and Sunday there Is a change.
Varying with the length of time which they
have spent in the academy, liberty is
granted to all midshipmen on these
two days of the week. The mcmlicrfl of
nil four classes are permitted to leave
the grounds after the roll call to dinner. but they must return before the
formation for supper. After the supper
call the members of the first and s**·ond classes have permission to μο again
beyond the academic limits, but they
an· required to be back by 0:30. They
may or may not eat their supper at the
academy mess, as they desire, but they
In
must always report for roll call.
this way the authorities of the instituLeslie's
tion keep a finger on them.
—

Weekly.

An Impromptu Kxplnnnilon.
The l»anied I'orson was staying at
one time with a well known canon of
Ely named Jeremiah King. One day
at dinner, when they had got into discussion utn»:i questions of etymology,
Toison gave a derivation which King
considered to be so farfetched as to be
quite ridiculous. "You might as well
say." said King, "tb.it my name is connected with enouml>or." Possibly there
was a cucumber on the table. "And so
It is," said Porson. "How so?" asked
King. "Why, thus: Jeremiah King, by
contraction Jerry King: Jerry King, by
contraction and metathesis Gherkin,
and gherkin, wo know, is a cucumber

Miss Katharine Walker is at home
from Portland accompanied by her aunt
and cousins.
Rev. C. F. Sargent has notified the
church here of his intention to leave at pickled."
the end of the year, which closes with
The
Whru ItoheHpliTre Wnn "Slunn."
the last Sunday in September.
church and community very much regret
Under the terror Koltcsplcrre used to
this step, as the work of Mr. Sargent has play a peaceful game of chess at tlie
been very helpful and effective.
Cafe Itegence, and the story is told of
The Centre Congregational Circle was a
youth who once challenged him and
McAllieter
entertained by Miss Emma
lteat hint twice. Robespierre, after his
Wednesday evening.
how much ho owed, no
The fair of the Ladies' Circle of the defeat. asked
Christian Church was held at the vestry stakes having been previously fixed.
afternoon and evening, and was The supposed youth, who In reality wue

Tuesday

very successful.

a

girl In man's clothes, presented

an or-

der for the release of her lover from

North Paris.
prison, and I'ol rapier re signed It. NaMr. Perkins and family returned to poleon Itouapartc during his consulship
their home in Massachusetts last week. was seen at tlie famous cafe, but he

Mr. F. D. Welcome returned home last sliowed himself no tactician at chess.—
week, and his wife and children have London Telegraph.
gone to Poland to visit among her peo-

We have

Ju»l

Hiram.

a

new, fresh stock of

—

YARNS juit received in

Shetland Floss, Shetland
Wool, Germantown, Scotch,

Spanish, Saxony, and Knitting Yarns. See our line.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
SOUTH PARIS,

w

wiil live longest and
of water If they
hold their shells tight shut, λ* soon as
they learn this they are graduated and
go out into the world."—Philadelphia

MAINE.

....

Rftrtf

mid wr> will pity your

FIRST MONTH'S

Record.

PISCATORY STUPIDITY.

ICE BILL.

Capacity Kor l.rnrnlnc I·
l'alnfulty Contracted.
Most fishes seek their 1\; .<1 by «ifflit,
says Professor Edmund Clark Sanford
in the International Quarterly, and

Tbe Fluli'·

Wo liivnn f«w Irfi in nloi'k

these do not usually notice it !»y any

we

other Hen.se. But those that are accustomed to find it by smell seldom pay
any attention to It when they merely
see It.
Catfish depend principally on the
sense of taste, and they Η·.νηι t > taste
all over, not only in the mouth, hut hy
the outer skin as far back us the tail
fin.
It Is unccrtniu whether fishes can feel
pain or not. There is a go<»d dual of
evidence to show tliat they cannot.
Λ fish that has lost its sight may
learn to avoid an obstacle after swimming against it a single time, hut fishes
thut can see will Jump against the plate
glass wall t>f an aquarium day after
day, sometimes for a year, in the effort

wi*li

Bolster &, Co.,

Mark.ot

30

SOUTH

to catch things outside.
The elements of consciousness in the
mind of a fish foot up a total "etiulvalent, perhaps, to the lowest Idiocy when
measured hy human standards." It Is
possible that the fish's capacity for
learning is "ubout on a level with that

sell.

ό

Dayton

N.

Square,

MAINE.

PARIS,

(ooking-Ranges

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined back and heatsaving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Crate, which makes a better fire

of a man in deep sle;?p or pivoccuimtion."
Quick Witte«l l'art rld«e.

Xestinr upon the ground, the partridge Is likely to be disturbed. Λ bird
of this species was once startled by a
plow passing within a yard or so of its

and saves fuel ;

Removable Nickel Rails,
of blacking;

Destruction was almost a certainty. as the plow must past entirely
over It in the next round, and the laborer wondered how the partridge
would act. The time necessary for go
ing around the field was about twnty
minutes, yet hi that almost inctitlible
period the parent birds bad eITt cted the
removal of some twenty-one egg·! to a
Careful search led to the
safe spot.
discovery of the bird calmly seated upon her treasures In the lNittom of the
hedge out of reach of the plow. Nineteen partridge chicks wen» eventually
hatched and duly cscaited unmolested
—London Tit-Hits.
nest.

Together with

"

no

half the trouble

save

your town
agent In
"

Crawford

WALKER & PRATT MFG.

The lliltoulotm Mflîtple.
The magpie Is nothing If not in-en·
lous. He always barricades his bulky
nest with thorn branches, so that to
plunder It Is by no means η η easy matter, but when circumstance* oblige the
"pie" to build in a low bush or hedgean absence of lofty trees being a mark
ed feature of wie northern loealltle
he not only interlaces his home, but
nlso the entire bush. In a most formidable manner. Xor does he stop here. To
"make assurance double sure" he fashions a means of exit as well as entran t
to the custie. so that if dlsturlxtl he
can slip out by his back door, us It

which

Simmering Cover, extra large A«h Pan, etc.,tt&

the

// there Is
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30

days'
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trial.
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PEERING & WOOD

HARVESTING MACHINERY.
CHAMPION

NEW YORK

RAKES.

\ big stock of above machines with full line of repairs

Δ.
or

constantly on liaml at

W. Walter cfc Son.

when
which us d.
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eure

buying
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of the machine

Trjrlnnr Poaltlon.
Clubberly—What's the matter? Is
that widow I've seen you with trouA

bling you?

In Hard Lack.

•WE

GOOD

"These young society buds are mere
Hope says to ne at every moment, butterflies." said the Ilev. Mr. Strait·
"Go on! Go on!" and leads us thus to lace. "They have no thought of the
the grave. -De Malntenoft
future life.·*
"Of the future Ufe?" replied Miss faThe day after a man quite work M ult "Oh, but they dot Matrimony is
la Ια the way.—Atchteon QWm.
always In their thought·."—Exchange.

SELL A-

BOX

SHOE

CALF

Welt for men, made right in every way, for
Ask to see them. We also do repairing.

Goodyear

—

On Thursday evening a very pleasant
whist party was enjoyed at K. of P.
Hall. Some thirty-two attended.
Mr. Wm. D. Swan and family of Newton Center, Mass., are boarding at Asa
B. Kimball's.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106 3.

YARNS.

_

out

I
Castle-ton—Yes. on my nerves.
can't make up my mind whether she Is
Mr. David Young is very sick, and it is
here!
Guest
Irate
waiter)—Look
(to
going to marry me or not.—Detroit
thought he may not recover. His chilorder a Swiss cheese sanddren have been with him and help care Didn't I
Free Tress.
for him. He would be 09 In November wich?
Polite Waiter—Yes. sir, and there
next, and it has been hoped that he
Hard tn Head Off.
would reach the 100 year mark.
It is.
Wantnnno—I wonder If Gnbsky will
Mr. Zeri Berry of Foxboro, Mass., is
Irate Quest—There are two «...eee of recite for me at my little party this
expected to visit his brother, Dea. Geo. bread, but can you find any cheese on •veiling?
week.
this
Berry, at Trap Corner,
them?
Duiino—He will unless you know
Polite Walter— I'm sorry, sir. The" some as yet undowered way to preEast Bethel.
cheese Is there all right, only you hap· vent ldni.-Baltimore American.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball is visiting her
*
pened*to lilt on one of the holes.—New
daughter, Mrs. R. C. Clark, in Saco.
York Times.
Good Matured.
Mr. Clarence Howe is spending a few
"What would you do If I were to offer
weeks with his uncle, Mr. G. K. HastShe Would Have Had Him.
you work J"
ings.
Gladys—Oh. yes, I refused him. I
"It 'u'd be all right, inleter," answerMrs. Ed Bean and daughter from
has
known
sorrow
who
Want a man
ed Meandering Mike. "I kin take α Joke
Massachusetts are visiting at Fred
and acquired wisdom.
Bean's.
as well as anybody."
Washington
Edith—But, my dear, he would have Star.
Mrs. Irving Kimball from Boston is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. very soon filled that bill if you had ac-'
Holt.
What'· Before Them.
cepted him.—Puck.

ple.

31 Market

Cm

few Iv-tirs. Tle refure training schools
for oysti rs were (•stabllshed. The
Khools are ί:ι appCaraixv nothing more
1 ?:jiïi r'-sevv.ilrs full of water. Oysters
are put In them, and the water is drained off and then returned again. It is
kept off for η few minutes lit first, then
for ten minutes, then for half an hour
and so on. Oysters in these schools

A

F. PLUMMER, SHS,,

J.

best thhiu' for Its health.
tigators found that they could take two
oysters, one trained aud on·· untrained,
and the tra! κ d oysicr, keeping Its shell
closed while o:it of the water, would
live 11 long time, while the untrained
sh *11, would die In a
one, ojKMibig

st

new suits $;:r°

Norfolks, Double-Breasted. Vestee and three-piece suits.
Money refunded if goods are not satisfactory.

Training School* In AVlilch the Bivalve* Are 'i'aui;!·! Some Sonne.
"A school for oysters," said a dealer
in lisli. "is an institution that you
would swear could not exist, for oysters are notorious for their stupidity.
It Is, however, a fact that there are
many oyster schools. I will explain
them to you In such a way tint you
v. Ill believe In them. An oyster's intelligence Is lii.iiwd. but still It lias Intelligence. Years ago certain wise lisli
dealers disc vered that if you take an
oyster s:nlil n'y from its subaqueous
b 'd It o'lens In shell, whereupon th··

le.-.rii that t! oy

The suits are well trimmed, braiding and what not.
what you want for church, school, or home wear.

their

unfamiliar.—Argonaut

EDUCATING OYSTERS.

k«ep health!

I shall close

Boys'

husband, one son, one brother, one ies, which were greut seaports 2,000
sister, and an aged mother. Careful years ago. are uow far inland. On the
up
been made better for the reason that she
R. S. T.
has lived in it.

cheap.

duster

01 Main St., Norway, Maine.

It may not be uninteresting to mention
them. Next to the two familiar ones,
the one whose nam? is most frequently
heard Is Stablie. Then there are Cuuuu, the oldest Creek colony in Italy;
Balip. a whip ring place, resort of the
Roman swells in the first year of our
Lord; Parthenope, PuhiOjiolls aud Neapolis, thr<<e burled cities lying under
modern Naples, from the last of which
it took its name; Dikearchla (later call-

Quite a number attended the universclassrooms.
life giving water Inside It all escape;
alist grove meeting at Bryant's Pond last 20th.
The actual work of the day lias beMrs. Emeline Davis was taken sick
and the o.v.ter dies. I'.ut If you exWednesday and report an enjoyable ocwhile visiting at £. Allen's and returned gun early, and there has been no lagcasion.
pose an oyster to the air gradually,
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Swan and daughter to her home in Turner Wednesday.
ging or loafing. At the Naval academy lifting it out of the water for a few
Frank Ilodsdon came up to his father's the midshipmen are trained to walk
of South Paris spent last Wednesday at
minute.: and then returning It again, it
on Tuesday, but is still quite feeble and
G. W. Bryant's.
with a quick step and at a lively gait
speed.
1- arns that to keep Its shell
frradually
It is reported that there is a case of unable to work.
Quite a number attended the meeting
The men In the «-lass squads—froui six closed when out of the water Is the
Chester Bucknam is gaining as fast as
at Lake Anasagunticook Friday. The diphtheria on Pioneer Street.
and·
to twelve each—march two abreast
The·*· inves-

grove

light weight

JAMES N. FAVOR, 5Xes1fsttohrItucker

Six days of excellent hay weather has Apropos
speak
given the farmers a good time to finish Is remarkable how many people
haying. About 85 per cent taking last of them us the only burled cities in the
in vicinity. In fact, there are many, and
year as the criterion, is the hay crop
Andover.

Lap Robes.

Summer

Pompeii Miid HercnUni>aM Xot the
Only ( Kicn It Han baricd.
Tiit· ro.nl «.ut of Naples toward Vesuvius is ill·· salue route that one follows
to roach I'uupeil. When intending to
Now is the time to get a
leaves
go up tlii' mountain the tourist
th" Pompeii road at Rcsiim, the mod- out all grades at a bargain.
ern city which overlies Herculaueum.
of these two ancient towns, It

Yours

|
\

$2.50.

truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE
NORWAY,

] ί. Ν. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone 112-3. Residence 112-12.

MAINE.

)

F. W. FAITNCE, F. alehinan.

ïht 9xf«vA

JJrraocra

There will be services at the Uethodii it
church next Sabbath as usual.

south ρακί· ροβτ omci.
oflce Hour· 6.D0to 7:00 Α. m; ί.Ό0 Α. ·.
κ.
i λ» r.
THINK

W. A. Blake and family were at h
Wm. Blake's, Sunday.

father's,

Mrs. Fisher of Biddeford is a guest
her sister, Mrs. Frank Pin^ree.

RAILWAT.

Commencing .June 14,1903,
TRAINS
liotng '«own

Included). 9:30

LKAVK

SOUTH

c

(east)—4:51 Α. M., (dally, Sunda
A. M., 4 Λ) r. M.
Sunday on

ν

ji

P.

(daliy,

A. M.

Mr. and Mrs. Titcmb of Auburn hav L>
been guests at Swasey Burnell's for »
few days.

CHURCHES.

Rev. W.
Congtcgatlonal Church.
Itrooks, I» D pastor. Preaching services, 10
Sunday School 12 M.;
, ώα 7« p.
ρ S C. K. ate p. m.; Church prayer meeting
Tueeday evening at 7:30 o'clock. All, not oth<
«*!*· connected, are cordially Invite·!.
\lethodtst Church, RevT A W l*i)ttJe. Paste
Ο Sunday, morning prayer meeting, 930
ureai-hlngservice 10:45 A.*.;Sabbath Scho
■
I'M.; Kpworth League Meeting, β:19 Ρ. II
'•veiling praver meeting 7 P. M.; prayer meetli
r.ie-'lay evening; class meeting, Friday evenln
Baptist Church, Kcv. H. S. Plnkham, Paste
a. m.; Sa
On Hun'ay, preaching service 10:45
M
bath School 12 *·; praver meeting "AO P.
λ lav evening.
u raver meeting Tue
I'nlversallst Church, Rev J. H. Little. Paste
Preaching «nice every Sunday at 2:30 P. 1
Sunday School at 3 :30 P. Jt. Evening service,
Klrei

Mr. A. C. Jones has been making
short visit with relatives at Freeport am
Woodfords.
Mrs. H. K. Ed wauls has gone to Lynn
Mr. Edwards will gi
to reside.
to Lyun later.

Ma**.,

Winnie and Harold Thayer went Satur
to Leeds Centre and spent Sunday
with relatives.

day

In

Reeuli

full rnooi
nee ling Tuesday evening on or before
I ,o. r.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular mee

,'impment,

The Kobinson faiuily will give
New Hall Tuesday evening.

Mrs. L. B. Andrews, who has been
visiting her sister in Patten several
weeks, returned home Saturday night.
Teachers' examinations for state certiorates are to be held in the high school
building, South Paris, Aug. 2S, at 8 A. M.
Rev. Mr. Pinkham being out of town
the Baptist pulpit was occupied Sunday
morning bv Rev. H. II. Bishop of Paris

Hill.

Mrs. Fairbanks of Abington, Mass.,
who has been the jjuest of Miss Julia 1'.
Morton here for several weeks, returued
to her home Friday.
Rev. A. W. Pottle was away a few
«lays last week visiting Westboook, Saeo,
Sixteen
Old Orchard and Portland.
\ears of his pastorate were speut in these

spend
a

con

localities.

cert iu

Irving K. Andrews and family
ν siting Lis brother at North Anson.

Mrs. Lcona Cross and her two daughters, Verna and Hazel, and Miss Majetta
Lord of Koxbury, Mass., and Mr. Harlan
Lord of Denmark, were guests at A. W.
Walker's last week.

ar«

Miss Mary A. Plummer of Sweden is
tin· guest of her brother, J. F. Hummer,
for a few days.

George Br ggs and family returned
Sunday morning from their trip to Mankato and their friends were all glad to

Penley has moved his
Portland, where he has a posi
tion as engineer.
Mrs. Abner S. Shaw of Roxbury
Ma**., was the guest of her brother, O.
Fremont P.

family

W.

to

Royal,

last week.

Mr. and Mrs. John Holt of

Ma>s., visited at Hon. James S.
a few days last week.

ground! ;

The Empire Grove campijieeting al
East Poland commences to-day and continues over next Sabbath.

Ink:·. Thursday evening of each week.—Aural
lirst and third Monday evening
Κ
oi each month.
l> of R.—Mount Pleasant Kebekah Lodge, Si
meet.-· second and fourth Fridays of eac
!·
l|Utn In Old Fellows' Ball.
ι,. \. K.-W. K. Kimball Post. So. 14S, mcel
Or-t ah'ι third Saturday evenings of eac
month. In G. A. H. llall.
Win. K. Kimball Relief Corps meet* fln
in·! third Saturday evenings ol each month, I
Kcilef Corp· Hall.
I of IL—Parts Grange, from May 1 to Oct. !
mets >econd ami fourth Saturday; during th
remainder of the year, meet· every Saturday, I
Orange Hall.
I o. y. C—Second and fourth Mondays c
each month.
\
Κ. I». 1'.—Stony Brook Lodge, So. IS]
meets second and fourth Wednesday evening
of each month.
Κ of P.—Ilumlln Lodge, So. 31, meets ever
fr av venlng at Pythian llall.
\1-lern Woodmen ol America —«outh l'art
Tuee
Camp. No. lnJHT. meets second and fourth
tus evening* lu Uolden Cross Hall.

W. I). Clark and wife have been
in^ a few days at I'eak's Island.

game of ball at the fair

Mrs. N. F. Shepard and Mrs. E. J
Wilcox of Boston are visiting Mrs. II,
X. Porter of High Street.

STATKl> MKETINOS.

Lo<lge, No. «4.

a

Saturday afternoon, Harrison defeate* 1
Norway 10 to 5.

P. H

Κ. A A. M.—Part·

t
c 1

Miss Frances King has gone to Fame
ington to attend the State Norma 1
School.

3:38
M., 10;
ϋοΓηιΓιιρ (West)—ΙΟΛΟ
Sunday· Included). Sunday on;

l<i

s

Misses Laura and Georgie Dean < 'I
Bucktield spent Sunday at Albion Tai
lor's.

PARIS

A.

Sunday.

Oscar Bowker has been at home froi Π
Portland for a few days.

SOUTH PABIS.

υ RAM υ

over

welcome them home. They were acMrs. Andrew Linder of
Mankato who will visit them for a time.

companied by

Mr. and Mrs. F.

R. Webber of Boston

at the Andrews House Sunday.
Andover, stopped
They are on a carriage drive with a good
Wright's pair of horses. From Boston they drove

to Bangor, and are now
the return, which will be made by
of
White
Mountains.
the
They
way
travel by comfortable stages, and Mr.
Webber runs into Boston by traiu occasionally, to attend to necessary business.
It is about two months since they started
on the trip.

along the coast

▲ak something barder; for instance, as ι
Stonington hears the good new· tha
why progressive America doesn't us β I M. G. Ryan A Co. were the sncceufu
bidders for the 1900,000 granite con
the metric system.
CHUKCHKS.
THE ADVANCE THAT THE TRADE HA I 1
Under this system the combination ο f I tract for the Norfolk dry dock, awardec
Reτ. η.
Second Congregational Church,
different sizes of type, the use of rule recently, and that Parker & Ryan, also ol
MADE IN THAT TIME.
Preaching laerrtce Sunda |·
Hideout, Pastor
and borders, and the production of artii that town, have secured the big granite
ίο 40 A. M ; sni,balh School, 13:00 M.; Men '»
tic typographical effects, becomes a mal contract for the bridge at Riverside it
Prayer Meeting at 6Λ0; Social Meeting, 7:15 1
These two contract!
M.; regular weekly Praver Meeting, Thuredi
Amidst the tremendous general prog ter of simple mathematics. It is im .New York city.
evenli
K.
£ resa which has marked the last
Meeting Friday
evening; Y. P. S. C.
of sufficient magnitude to intwenty possible to give one who has not hu 11 alone are
at? JO.
or mort
Unlversallst Church, Rev. Caroline E. Angel I. five years, it would indeed be strange il
practical experience as a printer an; eure plenty of work for a year
Pa>t»r. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:!
the art of printing had not made some adequate idea of the results of th in busy Stonington.
A. M. Sabbath School. 11 KM; Y. P.C. U. mce j°
strides forward ; and an actual survey oi change. To sum it up, we may say tha t|
Ing, 7 Λ0 P. M.
SUICIDE PREVENTED.
Veth -list Church, Rev. Β. F. Pickett, Pasto r. the mattor leads one to wonder whal twenty-five years ago, type, collective!;
The startling announcement that a
Preach ng service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabbath Schon '■ line of business there is that can show considered, was a hodge-podge; to-da;
I i .(*) M. ; Social Evening Meeting, 7 KM P. M
it is a system. The printer who, to-day preventive of suicide had been discovadvancement
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; clans meetln κ greater
A run down
As explaining why I make these com- in an office of ordinary equipment, cat ered will interest many.
Friday evening.
Baptist Church, Rev. Κ S. Cotton, Pasto
ments at this time, as well as indicating not produce neat and fairly artistic work system, or despondency invariably preI*
Schoo
M.:
Sabb
th
10
JO
A.
service.
Preaching
and shouh 11 cede suicide and something has been
my qualifications, I may mention that is without reasonable excuse,
Ι2ΛΧΙ M. ; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.Λ
found that will prevent that condition
on the 19th of August, 1878, I entered be in some other occupation.
STATED MKKTI308.
I have so far considered only the mat which makes suicide likely. At the
the office of the Oxford Democrat as a
thought of self destruction take
Κ Α Λ M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodp<
printer's apprentice; that after my three ter of type and its form, without goinf first
the development! Electric Bitters. It being a great tonic
No. IS, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on c r
into
details
in
four
I
regarding
years
put
years' apprenticeship
before full oon. Ox for I Royal Arch Chaptri
will strengthen tne nerves
at school, during which most of my of the system, or mentioning the man] and nervine
No. 29, as embles Wednesday BveMng, on ο r
the system. It's also a
vacations were epent in the printing beautiful faces—and some not beautifu and build up
before full moon. Oxford Council. K. A S. M
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lo· I g< office; and that after graduating in 1885, —which are made in series to take the great Stomach, Liver and Kidney reguNo. », Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftr
I returned to the Democrat office, from place of the former comparatively smal lator. Only 50c. Satisfaction guaranfull moon.
In the line of machinery there teed by F. A. Shurtleff <ft Co.; Noyes
I.O. O. P.—No'Way Lodg··.—Regular moeUni t which I have never since beep absent variety.
ι·. ·>,|,ι A llows' llall, every Tuesday Kveuln«
On has been no radical change. The neces- Drug Store, Norway.
over fifteen days at auy one time.
Λ''dey (encampment. No. 21, mets In Od< ι*
the lDtli of the presont month, I passed sary machines used to-day are most ol
Kellows' lia I, second and fourth Friday Even
END OF BITTER FÏGHtT
the same type as
Intrs of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodgr
my twenty-fifth milestone as a printer. them of essentially
'Two physicians had a long and stubNo. &s, meets on Urn and thirl Friday ol e;;i I
While it is true that all but a few weeks those of twenty-five years ago, and nc
'iionth.
abscess on my right
of my experience as a printer has been new proccss or elaborate piece of mech- born fight with an
Κ of Γ.—Revular mcctlne In llathawav Itlo·-)
F. Huhgesof DuPont, Ga, <|>
within the ruts of one office, it is also anism lias revolutionized the work of the lung" writes J.
every Thumdav Evening. U. K., A. o. No><
I) vision, Ν··. 12, miets third Frtdav of earl
true that I have not been unobservant of country office. But the improvement in "and gave me up. Everybody thought φ
No. SI. P. S secom
As a last resort I
ncnth. Lake

NORWAY.

Miss Blanche Dean was at home fro

Gilead

A

Quarter-Century

ot

on

MARKED DOWN.

summer. At
These are the "Domestic" wrappers same as we have sold all
of poorly
these prices yon can get perfect fitting, well made wrappers at the price
made and poorly fitting ones.
braid and
ONE LOT of lawn, white ground with bine, black or pink figures,
79e·
ruffle trimmed, regular price $1.00 now
ONE LOT of lawn, light colors, lace and ruffles, flounce skirt, regular prie·
98c.
$1.25 now
$i*>9
^
...
The $1.50 grade now

YARNS.

Do you use the Orion yarns? They are spun from the best of wool, making
We have the Scotch, Spanish, Germ an town, Floss
an excellent wearing yarn.
and Saxony, in nearly all colors.

age.

SCOTCH for Sweaters in reds, blue, black, white, greys

ι·

1

Assembly,

tnd fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H. —Norway Grange meets second ani
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange liail
G. A. R.—Harry Bust Post, No. 64, meets li
\>w G. \ R. 'fall on the tlrst Tuesday Evening
>f each month.
W. K. C.— Meets In Sow G. A. R. Hall, Mon
lay «'veiling.
Ν. E. O. P.—Laket-lde Lodge, No. 177, meets Ir
New G. A. It. Hall, ou the Urst and third Wed
ne» lav evenings of each month
O U. Α. M .—Norway and South Parlef'ounrll
No. 10, meets at β. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
iventnir.

U. O. P. F.—Kim Tree Colony, So. 19», meett
se·-mid and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
-non'h
U. «». G. C.—Norway Commandery, No 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings ol
each month

Clerk of Courts, C. F. Whitman,

was

Buck field several days this week on
business connected with the Buckfield
id

history.

lion. Jonathan Bartlett of Stoneham
in town Wednesday.
Postmaster M. P. Stilee enjoys his
vacation at Portland this week as a
member of Company D, let Kegimcnt,
X. ft. S. M.
Deputy SlierilT Elliott of Rutnford
Falls made his friends a brief call one
day this week.
Allard & Moulton are having their
house on 1'ike Hill painted. They have
<>ne of the most pleasant and attractive
places in the village corporation.
Company 1), First Kegiment, X. G. S.
Mm left for Fort Williams Friday morning on the 9:20 train for Portland. They
will return on the afternoon of August
iilHh. Major Iiial F. Bradbury, Surgeon,
Lieut. Albert J. Stearns, and Lieut.
Hal li. Eaton of Col. Kendall's staff,
have also gone into camp. The company
consists of:
was

what was going on in the world around
me; and it may further be modesily
mentioned in passing, as complimentary
to the office force, that the Democrat
office ir pronounced by men who know
printing offices as one of the neatest,
and, for its size, one of the best equipped
in the state.
To reverse tho usual rhetorical order
and place the summing up at the beginning, it is safe to say that no self-respecting printer of to-day would willingly gi>
into the work-room whore I took up the
broom twenty-live years ago, and undertake to turn out satisfactory work. Xor
is tliie sayin£;uiything derogatory of the
Democrat oftice of 1S78, which was as
well equipped with what the type founders ami other manufacturers could furnish at that time as was the average
It is also true that the
country office.
work turned out twenty-five years ago
would not bo acceptable to most custom
ers t«>-day, who are educated to a better
quality of printing.

Tho particular features of the business
which illustrate its progross most forcibly to the general public are of course
not found in the country offices, but have
to do with the production of the great
mammoth
The
daily newspapers.
machines which turn out 100,000 complete newspapers in an hour, or which
take in a roll of paper at one end and
turn out bound books at tho other, are
marvelous demonstrations of tho possibilities of invention, but they are in quite
another class than the equipment of the
country office.
If ray recollection is correct, wnen χ
began ray work as a printer, every paper
in Maine, daily and weekly, was printed
on single sheets of paper, one side at a
time, from type forms on a Hat bed press
of the same type as that on which the
Democrat is printed. Now it is only the
local daily of limited circulation which
is printed otherwise than from stereotype
plates, on a fast perfecting press, which
devours a roll of paper at one end and
turns out folded papers at the other.
Perhaps no other one thing is more
eloquent of the changed conditions than
the type setting or type casting machine.
I presume the average printer of 1878
would have laughed to scorn the prophecy that in the early part of the
twentieth century the bulk of tho typesetting in the country would be done by
machines; yet such is the case to-day,
in practically all except the country offices. 1 beg pardon. There ie another
exception, which I forgot—that magnificent establishment, so well equipped
that its official head is longing to have
its capacity tested by some apparently

Capt. J Waldo Nash.
let Lieut. Frank A. Hayden.

2nd Lieut. Geo A. Wilson.
Sergeants Wallace W. Sheen.
Chas. P. Barnes.
Moses P. Stiles.
P. A. Ripley.
C. A Marston.
Guv N. carter.
Corporals W. P. Marston.
Joseph Tallinn.
Irving L. Pike.
Freedom strout.
Edward P. McAllister.
>
H. L Chandler.
Cook, J"Seph Ritcltffe.
Musicians L. W. McAllister.
R B. Penfold.

details of construction has made the
work of the machines greatly more effective and more convenient and comfortable for the operator. The development of electric power, now used by so
many printing offices, bas all been within the quarter-century.
The minor appliances and furnishing*
of the printing office—compact, dusttight cabincts which take the place of
former dust-traps for keeping type and
paper, and the thousaud and one other
things necessary in a well-fitted establishment—are vastly ahead of those
which were procurable only a few years
since. The manufacturers1 catalogues
present to the printer the problem, not
Iiow to find what he wants, but when to
stop buying, and it is best for one of
limited means not to cultivate too close
acquaintance with the warerooms of the
supply houses where there is so much to
tempt him.

Even in such a hasty review I have carried this articlo beyond its intended
space, but I can not forbear a word regarding the old-fashioned printer. This
is an age of xpecialization and minute
division of labor. The printing office
omploye to-day is not often a printer.
He is a linotype operator, an ad com-

positor, a cylinder pressman, or some
thing else. lie is a specialist in his line,

hut he knows little about the other
Tho all-round
branches of the work.
printer almost seems to be passing;
even in tho country offices the printer's
devil is now comparatively rare, lint in
spite of changed conditions, the day has
not come, nor is there any prospect of it,
when the old-fashioned country printer,
who can turn his baud to any branch of
the trade, works steadily, and lets rum
alone, ever need be out of a job.
AitTiiuit E. Fokbes.
Boat Carnival at

my time had come.
tried Dr. King's New Discovery for Consumption. The benefit I received was
striking and I was on my feet in a few
daye. Now I've entirely regained my
health." It conquers all Coughs, Colds
and Throat and Lung troubles. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff «ft Co.; Noyes
Drug Store, Norway. Price 50c. and
$1.00. Trial bottles free.

Thomas Larkin, aged twenty-two, wh'o
has been at work on the Empire Theatre
in Lewiston, was critically injured on
the 15th by a brick falling from the

highest part of the wall and striking him
He was knocked senseless
on the head.
and was taken to the Central Maine
hospital. Mr. Larkin came to Lewiston
a few days ago from Fall River, Mass.
[lis recovery is doubtful.

THE DEATH PENALTY.
A little thing sometimes results in
death. Thus a mere scratch, insignilicant cuts or puny boils have paid the i
It is wise to have
death penalty.
Uucklen's Arnica Salve ever handy. It's
1
the best Salve on earth and will prevent
and
Ulcers
when
Sores,
Burns,
fatality,
Piles threaten. Only 25c, at F. A.
Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes Drug Store,

14th,

JrmKiïJmdcy

FIXED EXPENSES
Ε verj retail merchant most
have a etore as well ae a stock

and pay rent or Its equivalent.
γ He muet buy beat, light, service,

t
*

g>
I

I

I

host of things. He cannot get
along without them. They are

a

eometlmes

I
Â
b

Each

If the expenses are 10 per cent
without advertising, make thorn

b

I

|

I the business.—Meu's
Wî- i ·φφ<

You are Invited to let the
public know what you have
for sale through this paper.

££

BROOKS—The

—

—

DR.

AUSTIN

TENNEY,

OCULIST,

getting shabby,

or

perhaps badly

FALL'S SHAPES

a

soft

You,

will fit your

that

price

at the

and

Become You,
pocket book.

50c. to $3.
Soft Hats, blaclcs or colors
t0 $3·
$1.25
Hats
Stiff
We are exclusive agents for LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS.
THE BEST MADE, $3.
Our Special Sale of Summer Clothing continue· only a short time
left.
longer. Better hurry up and make your purchases. Several bargains

NEW

SHORT

F. H. NOYES CO.,

STORIES
We have secured
new

a

PARIS.

SOUTH

NORWAY.

-

ρ ο ο ο ο d dp pdpwpi

ρ cο ρ οc d

number of

P.

A.

enVBTLEFF

A

CO.

P.

8HURTLEFP * CO.

A.

short stories which we will

print

in the columns of this

Among

them

tion

as a

now

bespeak for
welcome, par-

We

cordial

a

ticularly

You will nêiid Tablets, Pencils, Ink, Pen Holders and Pens,
Books, Colored Crayons, Pencil Boxee, Rank
We are prepared to supply your needs with the
&c.
Booke, &c.,
finest assortment of these goods ever shown in Oxford County. The
prices too are such that it takes only a little money to buy a full
outfit, ic., 3c., 5c., or loc. pays for most any of these articles.

the authors are some

new names.

new name

stands for

aily good work.

Compoistion

in fic-

exception-

The stories are

copyrighted
finely illustrated. They

and

will afford many hours of
tertainment to those of
readers who find

At the

en-

Pharmacy

of

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

our

pleasure and

récréation in the realm of

BEGINS.

SCHOOL
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A grievious wail oftimcs comes as a
result of unbearable pain from over taxed organs. Dizziness, Backache, Liver
complaint and Constipation. But thanks
to Dr. King's Now Life Pills they put an
end to it all. They are gentle but
thorough. Try them. Only 25c. Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyee
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In Bryant's Pond, Aug. 20, to the wife of Rev.
The boat carnival
II. A. Brown, β eon.
Lake
In Rumford fallu, Aug. 16, to the wife of
was the event of tho season.
Ilorton, a daughter.
Christopher presented a beautiful and George
In Mexico, Aug. 16, to the wife of Roland C.
brilliant appearance. Most of the cot- Merrill, a daughter.
a
In Rumford Falls, Aug. 10, to the wife of C. C.
tages around the lake were decorated
Roy and Ralph Bennett are on
Francis.
and illuminated with Japanese lanterns. Dunham, a sou—Orman
bicycle trip to Denmark, Bridgton and
In Byron, Aug. 14, to the wife of Guy W. Her·
other towns in that vicinity.
Camp Christopher and Camp Cohassett rick, a eon.
In Norway, Aug. 16, to the wife of Clarencc A.
The points of
deserve special praise.
F. P. Chandler is taking a two weeks'
Assignment οι leucuera iur uic rui«%i I Thirty-one privates.
land owned by· Wiske and Hall were I.owoll, a eon.
station
as
duties
his
agent,
from
In Pari··, Aug. 14, to the wife of Isaac 11.
vacation
schools:
The company is in excellent condition
lighted with Japaneso lanterns, headed Rlllngwrood, a son.
and he and his family are visiting in
Webtwr—Unce Itennett.
and as good as any Norway ever sent
In Kumford Falls, Aug. 10, to the wife of G.
with a big W. and H., the former in red
Bethel and other places.
Itlseoe— \bble ^tarblrd.
away.
lights, the latter in green. The boat W. Taylor, a daughter.
Porter—Grace Dudlev.
Emma McCrellis, daughter of Albert
plucked ten
Mrs. Hudson Knight
North Parle— Mabel St<arn«.
landing owned by Arthur Ricker was
Tueiitown—Kuth Steam»
C. McCrellis, will attend Commercial
beautiful blush roses the 22nd of August
decorated with lanterns, with the name
Married.
Howe
F
bo*—Ethel
or
was
that
from a branch of a rose bush
of Kicker lighted in a fine manner.
College at Portland commencing Sept.
Partridge—Roy Κ (.'oie.
in
June.
first.
loaded with roses
Tho boats, numbering 20 in all, formed
Hollow—Angle lack^on.
In Canton. Aug. 19, by Rer. Henry G. Clark,
Whltteinore— Lola Lapltati).
a line in front of the big wharf at the Mr. Ernest K. Hlnk'.cy of Llvermore and Miss
Sylvester Estes of Bryant's Pond was
Mrs. E. P. Parlin left Saturday for a
Mounta'n—Helen Cole.
of
first
the
D.
Marv
R I.nthrop of Canton.
the
Court
D.
headed
before
foot of Pond Street,
Municipal
by
Tul»i>s—Hattlc -leane.
week's trip with her sister, Mrs. ElizaIn Stnneham, Mass., Aug. 17, Mr. Albert
the week charged with intoxication and
King—Imz Swift.
I'everley's steam launch, then slowly Krazlcr
ami Miss Susan T. Buzzell of Frveburg.
beth Edgerley. They will visit Saratoga
Snow'# Falls—Edna Curtis.
assault. For the first he was lined five
impossible job—the government priut- ( made a circuit of the lake, burning color- In West Paris. Aug. 18, by Rev. D. F. Nel<">n,
and other places during the trip.
These schools as well as all the others in dollars and costs; on the second ho was itig office at Washington. No machines ed lights and throwing up rockets, mak- Mr Alger I. Mlllett of Greenwood and Miss
Woodstock.
sentenced to sixty days in jail. Last ι are used there, because there wouldn't mg a brilliant spectacle which will live Bertha A. Stevens of
Mrs. W. W. Payne and two daughters, the town of Paris, begin Aug. 31, P.KW.
In Vorwav. Aug. 12, bv Rev C. E. Angell,
·
the
of
the
sentence suspended.
Lu la and Mildred, are visiting for a
in
for
many
memory
Miss Ethel L. RichardΕ
and
Tarr
Mr Walter
be jobs enough if there were.
years
While attempting to break a colt to J.
week in Portland at the home of Mr.
II. II. llosmer, after several months at
There are two methods of machine who witnessed the scene from the shore. son, both of Sorwav.
automobile last week Charles
Brooks'
II.
IsaAc A. Tllley of BosMr.
Auar.
13.
In
Canton,
Allen.
A.
The band, which was stationed on the
Rangeley, has returned to his Norway composition which are in common use—
Payne's sister, Mrs. W.
ton and Miss Jennie M. Hayford of Canton.
Prescott was thrown out and his arm
home.
was playing through all, and
sets
a
machine
which
island,
oue
In
18,
big
of
by Rev. Raman X.
wife
Aug.
Fryeburg,
and
actually
by
Kapsas dislocated. Mr. Brooks has always used
Herbert F. Hall
A lawn party was held at Charles movable
Eugene K. Weymouth and Miss 1
types, though the lines have to !?ave just the finishing touch to the çtonp, L.Mr.
both
of
City, Mo., have been visiting his pareuts, great care and consideration in meeting Walker's, corner Greenleaf Avenue and
Weston,
Fryeburg.
Angle
be spaced by hand; the other by the scene. After the boate passed around
A C. Hall and wife, for a few days. horses, and the fact that this is his first
Whist
Elm Street, Monday evening.
which sets, not type, but the the lake, they wore called in by G. L.
They have now gone to the Kaiigeleys. accident iu more than t—ο years of oper- was in order, which, with other enter- linotype,
Died.
matrices for type, and then casts it, a Stephens, master of ceremonies, and rea
would
indicate
a
carriage,
good tainment atîorded a most pleasant evenMrs. Eliia Winslow has just returned ating
line at a time, as fast as the matrices are ceived the prizes which were awarded
record in this respect on his part. The
Refreshments were served to the assembled. This last named machine is by the judges, Mrs. J. L. Bowker, Miss
from a visit to her daughter at Rumford
ing.
In South Paris, Aug. 18, Mrs. Eunlcc Wing,
auto has come to stay and horses that
Kalis. Mrs. Byron A. Evans. Mrs. Wincompany.
in use in all the larger offices, and with Alice Day and Miss Farrar. 1*. Wiske, fleet 81 years, » months, 5 'lay·.
It
be.
to
them
not
broken
to
are
ought
In North Buck Held, Aug. 15,I'etcr Brow, aged
Mark I'. Smith of Boston is spending it a
slow is stopping at present at Mr.
fairly expert operator can do the lirst prize, F. D. Hall second, and Kay about (50 yearn.
is incumbeut upon drivers of the auto
his vacation with his parents, Mr. and work of eight or ten hand
third.
Crockett
Fay ne'e.
In Milton l'lantatlon, Aug. 17, Mrs. Huldah
compositors.
to use every precaution to avoid frightMrs. II. I). Smith.
Tho boat of Ray Crockett deserves Clifford
Another machine which is used some
> M. Kin·; leaves this week with 111s
horses unaccustomed to the sight,
ening
In
Brown field, Aug. 15, John Sands, aged 82
Vr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe are en- caste each character
separately as its key spécial mention, as Ray had built a years.
herd of Kingleside Farm Jerseys for the and so far as our observation has gone,
life at Rangeley Lakes for a few- is
small
Dewey,
joying
to
will
bouse,
Camp
and
has
what
be
representing
he
week
In
This
Dlckvale, Aug. 18, Mrs. Ellen M., wife of
appears
depressed,
cirriiit of the fairs.
we think they do.
which was lighted and decorated, show- J. H Lovelov, aged 57 year#
days. They stop at the Barker.
some sort of thiuking attachment which
he at the Eastern Maine State Fair in
In
Bucklleld,
Aug. -JO, Miss Vlellne K. Barrett.
and
afaud
Mrs.
Albert
Mr.
Charles
I)r.
was
a
of
The many friends
Thompson
unique
computes the number and kind of spaces ing lots of labor, and
In Kast Otlslleld, Aug. 15, Charles H. Ye&ton, I
Bangor.
Freeland Pen ley will be interested to daughter left town
Wednesday for necessary to till the line evenly, and puts fair. Mr. Low with his graphophone aired «3 yrars,
10 months.
Miss Abbie Starbird has returned from know that he is enjoying an extended Boston. After a few davs in that city them in. Several machines which actu- was inside the house, and played many
In Oxford, Aug. 15, James Wilton, aged 291
Lakeside years.
her visit to her brother at Fort Kevere, trip through the West. Mr. Pcnley left and Philadelphia, they go to Europe for
set type have been manufactured, selections while on the water.
ally
In
Lewtstnn, Aug. 17, Brown Kearney of Norand ha.s been entertaiuiug Miss Margie South Paris for Augusta, Kansas, July 7, an extended trip.
but some of them have never got beyond Cottage and A. L. Bolster's house were way, aged 55 years.
silver
colMrs. Alma Bailey has returned from the
A
and
In
riecorated
Aug. 1G, L. B. Swett,aged 72 years,
of
and
one
McKeoney of West Paris as guest for a 190·'), traveling via Moutreal aud ChicaNorway,
lighted.
experimental model,
only
β days
few days.
go. Augusta is the home of his son a four months' trip to Mexico. She re- them has yet succeeded in gaining a lection was taken on the shore for the
In Denmark. Aug. 10, .Tared Berry, aged 75
Frank, a large ranchman and leading ports a most delightful trip.
recognized standing among printers. band, amounting to $13.05. Mr. Munger yen re, 10 months.
Mr. Osgood Plummer and daughter
citizen of that place. On August 11,
In Cornish, Aug. 20, James A. Thompson of
George S. Ames, after a few weoks Possibly there may bo among them some >f Camp Cohassett added a ton dollar
from Worcester, Mass., also Miss Ella
Mr. Penley started for the National G. with C. B. Cummings & Sons at Bemis, one which embodies so simple a princi- bill and Mr. Kinsman of Becchmere two Sumner.
I)wina! of Mt-chanic Falls spent Friday,
A. H. encampment at San Francisco, has returned to Norway.
ple that it will yet displace its now suc- iollars, so the baud received $25.05,
the fourteenth, with their cousins, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Bennott visited cessful rivals, but it has not
Cal., going by way of the Santa Fe &
yet come to which they very gratefully acknowledge
and Mrs. Hudson Knight.
Falls
Saturthree
at
Mochanic
a
of
their
R.
Here
K.
daughter
with thanks.
stop
Topeka
public notice.
Band music was plentiful Saturday. days is planned. En route Mr. Penley day to Monday.
All this has little to do with the counRev. E. S. Cotton has returned from his
Gorton's Minstrels played two selections will visit the («rand (.'anon of the ColCURED WITHOUT THE
DYSENTERY
try office. Machine typo-setting is now
in the Square at uoon, and a little later orado.
The return trip, via Central vacation and visit. Services were held
in some establishments which,
AID OF A DOCTOR.
employed
the Norway Band came over ou the car Pacific R. R. will be interesting because at the Baptist church Sunday as usual. from the
metropolitan standpoint, are
UI am just up from a hard spell of
Frank M unlock is at work for Bum- country offices, and the day may come
to draw the crowd to the ball ^ame.
the route Is through Salt Like City.
llux" fdysentory) says Mr. 'Γ. A. Pinner,
this
at
to
visit
Morrill
Co.
A*
ham
a
remaius
Mr.
Bridgton.
will
include
day
rural"
when
the
HowPenley
"truly
paper
American Law, owned by J. F.
ï well known merchant of Drummond,
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Longley attended a tnachino in its
cookcd every day—Brownfamous place. Until October Mr. Penoutfit; but in most Tenn. "I used one small bottle of
land, took second money iu the threeat Delta, Col., with his the centennial celebration in the town of
will
remain
will
the
news
be
offices
last
Tuesfair
ley
prepared
country
minute class at Cornish
Cholera and Diarcrisp Salted just right
Chamberlain's
Colic,
son Albert, an extensive lumRaymond.
for publication by tho slow process of rhea
in town.
was cured without
and
none like them
day, being second horse iu the second youngest
Remedy
I.ee M. Smith and family, after
ber dealer of that stale. After another
hand composition, for a good many
aud third heats, both trotted in 2aiS.
having a doctor. I consider it the bent
Every one likos them
brief visit at Augusta Mr. Penley will intr from Old Orchard, spent the balauce I years yet.
world."
There
in
the
cholera medicine
X. I>. Bolster and wife, with Miss Kuth start for home. This journey is certain- of their vacation time at their Oxford
found only at the Old Reliable
is no need of employing a doctor when
and Master Phil, have been spending a ly a great undertaking for a man of Mr. farm.
Store next to tho Post
can
doctor
for
no
Drug
is
this
used,
remedy
This week Mr. Pen
few days at the islands.
Eflie Bennett of Buckfield is visiting
Those improvements which directly
ley's three score years and ten aud
Office. 20 cents the poundprescribe a botter medicine for bowel
and Mrs. Bolster, Miss Elsie Bolster and total deafness, and deserves special men- her sister, Mrs. E. F. Bicknell. She has affect the work of the
country printing
in any form either for chilLook in window.
Morton Bolster will visit relatives iu tion. We wish him a safe return to his just returned from the Maine Central office are less spectacular than the mam- complaint
dren or adults. It never fails and is
Canton.
Eastern home and friends.
Hospital.
moth perfecting press or tho complex
pleasant to take. For sale by Shurtleff
F. S. Waldron passed the week with and
Mrs. George K. Eastman and Miss
nicoly made composing machine, & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;
his brother's family at the lake cottage. but
Notes.
News
Maine
imof
not
less
Hubare
Dr.
at
necessarily
they
Grace Thayer are stopping
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
Miss Alice Pride of Deoring was also one
My judgment may differ
bard's cottage on Lake Kezar, Lovell,
portance.
from that of others, but easily foremost
A body found in Moosehead LakeThe Portland Board of Trad·» goes em- of the party.
for a few days. Mr. Eastman aud E. S.
Lewis Benson Swett died at his home
Jones went to join them Friday, and will phatically on record in favor of an apamong them 1 would place, not a ma- Monday was at first supposed to bo that
was
16.
He
this
fourteen different kinds at 40
in
chine. but an idea and its natural out- of James Myers, who was pushed off a
return Tuesday.
propriation for a representation of Maine born in village Sunday, Aug.
Hartford, Aug. 10, 1831, the son growths. In tho early days of its steamer by "Joe Scribner" July 8th.
cents the pound—Fresh every
at the St. Louis exposition.
Co. D, First Regiment, X. G. S. M.,
of Col. William and Amy Reed Swett. existence it used to be known in the Later it was
weok—the equal of any goods
positively identified as the
There are said to be a few good lots lie married Harriet Bean Smith in 18Γ.Γ»,
rame from Norway 011 the forenoon train
catalogues as "the American system of body of Louis Greenwood, who was supthe
at ten cents a pound more.
Three daughters and one son
a widow.
Friday, and went to Portland, where left iu Cumberland County which
selected survive him. In 1855 he movod to South interchangeable type bodies,1' and among posed to be in Canada. lie disappeared
Twenty cent chocolates that
they participate in the war maneuvers county commissioners have not
printers as "the point system." To-day ouo day last spring, with some money
of the army and navy, iu place of tht as the site of the new court house.
Paris where he lived until about two it is tho
basis of typography, belonging to one man and a canoe becannot be beaten. Nuf ced.
accepted
full
Services were held Wednes- and needs no name.
usual state muster. There was a
to another. It is supposed he
Life must be full of sweetness to that years ago.
longing
afternoon by Rev. B. F. Fickett at
company of fifty men.
When I began work at the case, there capsized.
Bangor man who has two tons of honey day
Pharmacist.
Interment in
the Methodist church.
were in use various sizes of type bodies,
Closed car No. 3 of the street railway for the market, this year. He has 57
Paris.
Riverside Cemetery, South
NOT OVER-WISE.
each having a name of its own, as agate,
is being rebuilt, and will when complet colonies of busy bees working for him.
Poet
door
to
the
Next
Office,
her
is
of
iloulton
Barnes
Clara
visiting
brevier, and so on.
ed appear out as a vestibuled car, No. 4.
There is an old allegorical picture of a
Waterville believes that a half mile brother, Charles P. Barnes, Esq., for a nonpareil, minion,
South Paris, Me.
delvstudious
The
It is also intended, when this is ready
printer's
apprentice,
in
the
but
a
at
grass-hopper,
girl scared
track with the sulkies whizzing around few weeks.
for use, to vestibule the other closed car
ing into the literature of tho craft, would
on a snake.
it is better than a mile track, like those
Eugene N. Swett is enjoying life at learn the historic associations connected act of heedlessly treading
l'lie vestibules will greatly reduce th<
the man who spends
is
This
to
by
paralleled
at Old Orchard and Rigby, growing
two weeks.
for
Old
Orchard
was
with each of these sizes—when it
discomforts of the motorman in cold am
a
weeds.
The new announcement board on the first used and by what "old master" in a large sum of money building cyclone
NOTICE.
windy weather.
cellar, but neglects to provide his famichurch
entrance is black the
Congregational
made
hunhow
Court of the United States for the
A "resubmission convention,"
art, thus showing
mauy
with a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, In the District
ly
of
In bankruptcy.
M
a
tue.
District
Following are the officers of the Itnlgi up of those who actively favor resub- and gilt and is a great improvement.
in
use.
Those
it
had
been
dred years
Cholera and Diarrhcea Remedy as a In the matter of
)
Mr. and Mrs. V. W. Hills, Mr. and various sizes of
of the Koyal Arcanum which was or mission of the
had no relation oue
amendment,
type
prohibitory
I In Bankruptcy
bowel
IIIKAM
CLARK.
complaints,
against
N.
safeguard
and Mrs. J.
ganized Aug. 14th:
to another.
will be held Sept. 2d, and very appro- Mrs. H. J. Bangs, Mr.
No, tb»t statement is not whoso victims outnumber those of the
of 1'urle, Bankrupt. I
Favor and Hortense Gregg and H. L.
Hiram
of
Clark In
KeicfDt—Walter L. Ur»y.
strictly correct, for two nonpareils made cyclone a hundred to one. This remedy theTo the ofcreditors
priately its meeting place is Bangor.
V. Krgvut—Wa lace Strickland.
Oxford and district aforesaid :
Plu m mer, enjoyed a trip to South Free- a
County
pica, two picas a double pica, two is everywhere recognized as the most
nleou.
IV
Walter
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day ol
Sunday.
double picas a canon, two canons an
Κ Mo Vrille.
A. D. 1903, the said I lira in Clark
Norway Home for Aged Women. port
prompt and reliable ineiiicino in use for August, adjudicate·!
Wm. M. Brooks, formerly a resident of
toll—c. L Buck.
bankrupt; and that the first
eight-lino letter, and so on. But of the these diseases. For sale by Shurtleff & was didy of
The home will be open Sept. 1, for a
bla creditors will be held at thnear Norway village, now of
Chap Scott M raton.
Oxford,
meeting
sizes of type in most common uso there
I'aet Regent—ο. H. Brooks.
basket picnic and donation party. All
South
In
South
Paris, on the !>th
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Court House,
Massachusetts, visited his friends during were nonpareil, minion, brevier, bour- Co.,
If it should rain come the
day of Sept., A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock
are invited.
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
the week. Mr. Brooks is in the truest
time tho said
at
which
the
whose
In
and
small
forenoon,
L. S. Billings and wife and N. D. Bol first fair
pica,
long primer
day.
He has geois,
sense a veteran school teacher.
creditor·
may attend, prove their claim*,
ster and wife took quite an extensive am
9izee were absolutely incommensurate
It is thought that Charles Libby of appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
It
two
hundred
schools.
taught nearly
no common divisor;
pleasant excursion trip Tuesday. The;
Scarboro, a clerk in the Portland office ιηΊ trail sari nuch other b usines· as may
The Colonial Moving Picture Company is said he has taught a longer time and quantities, having
and the printer who attempted to uso of the Portland and Rumford Falls Rail- pro|ierly come before said meeting.
went to Lewiston by train, thence ti
of the period more terms of school than
scenes
other
typical
South Paris, August 24th, 19M.
any
them in combination was ready to swoar
Portland by trolley through Brunswicl presents
GEO. A. WILSON,
when spring unlocks her treasure to teacher now living in New England.
way, has been drowned in Sebago Lake,
was formerly supposed to be
and \ anuouth, and home from Portlani
Referee In Bankruptcy.
(a
printer
paint the smiling North; where waters \ ery many of the people of Norway and. justified in swearing at times) that they where he was camping. His hat and
on the evening train.
They took dinne dance
hues alon^
with one oar-lock missing, were
boat
like
rainbow
the
now
old
residents
of
gleefully
towns,
Oxford,
at Casco Castle, the new pleasure resor
had no common multiple, least or larger. found
Of land» have attended his schools.
the fringe of the mountain.
by his father, Richard M. Libby,
Ile is well
PARKER'S
at South Freeport, and made stops a
Further than that, each typo foundrv who
that whisper of soft blue skies, fragranl and strong.
began an investigation when his
HAIR BALSAM
Falmouth Foreside and Cape Cottage.
had its own standards for all these sizes, sou had not returned as
leas.
and
Clean»*· and beautifies the hair.
breezes
Norway Opera
expected.
mossy
The ablest exponent to-day of all that which
with
not
or
agree
PruuiuUf · luxuriant growth.
might
might
House, Sept. 3d.
Mrs. Euuice Wing, after a long illnest
Never Tails to Bostore Gray
pertains to moving pictures is unques- those of other foundries, so that it was ROY CURED OF COLIC AFTER PHYHair to lta youthful Color.
died at the home of her daughter, Mn
tionably the Colonial Moving Picture necessary to buy all type from one
Cum κχ'.ρ dixaw* & hair lulling.
«
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TREATMENT
HAD
SICIAN'S
a
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j0c.andll.Wat Drupritti
all
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proCompany. It stands for
to
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bo
confuGeorge M. Giles, Tuesday afternoon,
or
there
$ioo Reward $ioo.
likely
foundry
successful. sion
*1 years of age. Mrs. Wing, whoa
My boy when four years old was
and trouble.
The reader* of tlii- paper will tn· pleaded U gressive, original, legitimate,
with colic and cramps in his stommaiden name was Lunt, was a native «
learn that there l-t at Iva-t ne dteuiled <.i-en>M At Norway Opera House, Thursday,
If it was nccessary or desirable to use taken
ure In all It!
3, under the auspices of the K. G. two sizes of type in combination—and it ach. I sent for the doctor and ho inPeru. Besides Mrs. Giles she leaves tw li that «ri· m·-· ha·» l«ern able to
Sept.
fun
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Hall'*
I*
l'a'arrh.
and that
Advance sale
E. 15, 25 and 85 cents.
other daughters In South Paris, Mri i. Mage*,
often was—the printer was confronted jected morphine, but the child kept
le the only |H»ttive cine kuow.i l> t>»· medic*
half a
Isaac J. Monk and Miss Cora Keen, an
f-aletnlly Catarrh being a «-oijstUuUon.il du at Stone's drug store.
witli ono of his nicest and mosttimo- getting worse. I then gave him
nt
Hall'i
Chamberlain's Colic,
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Mrs. Mollie Allen, of South Fork, Ky.,
services were held on Thursd ty aftei
of Ui·' »v«
thicknesses and a lead cutter, card board, Cholera and Diarrhcea Remedy, and
upon the blood ami niuco'i» Ktirfacea
says she has prevented attacks of cholera thick paper and thin paper, a pair of half an hour he was sleeping and soon
noon, aud the remains were taken t
t> in, iberebv destroying the foundation of Hit
In
tiie
Stomstrength
patient
L. Wilkins, Shell Lake,
morbus by taking Chamberlain's
I dls-a-e. and giving
Wayne for burial.
shears, a large etock of patience, a true recovered.—F.
and aHrlsllnj
the conptitutt- η
; building up
Wis. Mr. Wilkins is book-keeper for
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Co. For sale by
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comiug
aiu h f.ilth In It* eu'Stlve powers,
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Shurtleff & Co., South Parle; Stevens,
work.
satisfactory
te-ttmonlale.
II
t
of
and Mrs. Day from Massachusetts, wit b falls to curv. Send for
Tablets are just what is needed tc
on the "point sys- Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.
made
is
A Co., Toledo, O.
CiiK.sKr
Now
J.
r.
Elm
iddrvM,
type
House,
Tuesday,Aug. 25
Norway,
Frida y
her grauddaugbter, Mabel Day.
cleanse the stomach and ward off the
«^■Sold by I >ruggl*t*, 73c.
tem." A "point" is the seventy-second
Office hour· : 0 Α. Μ. to 4 p. M.
is petitioning for a life-saving
Machias
a party of Cliffords and their relativt
of
bilioui
Attacks
attack.
llsJI'a Family fills are the beat.
approaching
of an inch, and each sizo of type is
station ou or near Libby Island near the
ate a picnic dinner on Richards' interval
colic may be prevented in the same way part
Eye· Examined Free.
some multiple of that; so we have 6not far from the railroad bridge, an
cleaned, pressed and repaire» I For sale by Shurtleff Λ Co., Soutl point, 7-point, 8-point, and so on. Fur- channel entrance of Machias bay. There
Clothing
wei
42
wrecks
there
in
half
a
centhave
been
There
had a very enjoyable day.
NOTICE.
Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyee Drug ther, a uniform standard has been adopted
7 at Blue Stores; F. 11. Noyes Co.
»n the party C. H. Clifford and wif
ury, mxfiy of them total and involving
Store, Norway.
Will be sold at Auction, Thursday. Sept. 24, at
the several foundries, and the type the loss of
by
lives.
f ollowing real estate and
Mrs. Clifford's sister*, George H. Cli f~ I
the
A.
Portland
many
ten o'clock
M.,
Institute in
The Keeley
of
you get from one foundry is the same
personal property, altuated In the town vilfoid, W. K. Clifford and family, C. ί
on Munjoy Hill, is successful!
When you want a physic that is milt size as that from another. Tiiat is the
Maine,
on the road leading from DlxOeld
Dlxfleld.
< lifford of Ruroford Fails, wife and thn
Yon are liable to a sudden attack ol lage to Berry'· Mill·. Carthage, on a part of the
drunkards and drus users.
and gentle, easy to take and certain t( 1 whole thing in a nutshell. Very simple.
curing
C. Dan fort b farm, so-called.
children, G. W. Richards and wif
junOSly
act, always use Chamberlain's Stomacl 1 j Why wasn't it done a hundred years ago? Summer sickness and should keep is J^mea
so
1 Birch Saw Mill containing 1 new Bolter, 2
and
wife
Arthur Cummiogs,
and Liver Tablets. For sale by Shurt
your house a bottle of Dr. SETH AR Strippers, about a 40 H P. Boiler and Engine In
t
a
Newell Brett, F. A. Shurtleff and fami)
Summer Suits and Odd Trousers
NOLD'S BALSAM the best known reme· go^a repair, 8 acre· of land, with about 1100
left & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Ox
*
Miss Annie Parsons, Miss Dora Parson
Wholesale Prices; F. H. Noyes Co.'s
Within a few day·, and alnoe this article was dy.
Warranted to give satisfaction oi worth or carpenter's tool·, with many other tool·
Store, Norway.
ford;
Drug
Noyee
that
the
been
announced
tuui
It
Mr
governwritten,
Oscar Parsons,
John Parsons,
refunded by F. A. Shurtleff & too numerous to mention. G. M. HURD,
an i
ment printing oflloe will Join the procession o( money
Fall
Style·
Custom
Tailoring,
of
Yarmouth
South
Kenney and daughter
Administrator.
la
machines.
Pari·, Maine.
and
Co.,
F.
H.
Co.'s.
put
New FftU Hato;
progress,
Noyes
Clothe now in; F. 11. Noyes Co.
in all.

Mi>s Flora M. Mitchell of Portland
Miss Maud Douglass
was the guest of
for several days last week.

Wrappers

Summer

Printing.

NEW BLIZZARD LANTERNS.

by

unaffected

These lanterne

wind.

stronger, steadier light than any
other and are best for farmers' use. The

give

a

Furnishings

The Fall

With double size burner aod patent top

1ίΚ)3 model has two important inprovement over those of previous seasons. 31.

are

arriving daily.

our

CHOCOLATE IVORY WARE.

fall

Last week

we

want to show our new fall stock.

Latest fad in table ware, all the |
Rich chocolate
rage in the cities.
brown outside, pure brilliant ivory I
Water sets $1.50,
white inside.
table sets $1.00, berry sets $1.00.

particularly pleasing.
plain

The

Other
wear

TINTED WATER SETS.

Dainty tints and colorsI
with hand decorations on[
finest lead blown glass.
Water Sets $1.50.

The

shapes

are

The colors include all the

colors and many beautiful combinations of

colors.

|

told you about
We

hats. This week it's neckwear.

new

prices

25c. and 50c.
arrivals are several lots of fall underare

and overshirts.

B.

Η.

POSTER,

NORWAY,

MAINE.

PLAIN OLASSWARE.

Rich plain patterns. Water setsl
50c., berry sets 39c., table sets 35c.,
tumblers 6 for

10c.

PROBATE NOTICE·.
Γο all perfon· Interested In either of the estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court held at Rumford Fall·, In
ind for the County of Oxford, on the third Tues·
lay of A up., In the year of our Lord onethouaand
line hundred and three, the following matter
laving been presented for the action thereupon
lerelnafter Indicated, it U hereby Ori>kkjcd
ThHt notice thereof be given to all persons In·
erested, by causing a copy of thla order to be
>ubll»hed three weeks successively In the Ox·
ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
'aria, In said County, that they may appear at a
'rebate Court to be held at Parla, on the
bird Tuesday of Sept, A. D. 1806, at nine of the
Jock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon U
bey see cause:
Ο KO. L. MELLEN late of Parts, deceased:
rill and petition for probate thereof
iy JamesS. Wright, titeexeoutortherein named.

GOLD BAND OLASSWARE.

Largest variety of gold band glasscounty, all decorations

ware in the

burned in, will not wash off.
and see them.

Come

STONE JARS.

All sizes in stone jars. |
Best goods, lowest prices.

presented

EMMA L. SWIFT late of Parts, deceased;
jetltloo for the appointment of Chandler Swift
some other suitable person u administrator,

NEW PRICES ON WHIPS.

Heavy half rawhide whips 25c.,'
solid rawhide from tip to butt 30c.,
extra heavy solid rawhide 50c.
SCHOOL

>r

SUPPLIES.

Larger variety of school supplies than
ever before at prices that will save you
I
money. Sample prices, Spencerian pens
2 for lc., lead pencils, rubber tipped1
2 for lc., large bottle of good ink 2c., i
large pencil tablets, 0 inches long, 0 wide, 1
100 pages, lo.

J. K. Chase, So. Paris.!

One
a

Sandy Menzies,
Chief Mate

By OWEN HALL
Is

oue

of the

short stories

new

told you about in our last
issue. It is a thrilling tale of

we

the sea,

painting in vivid colors

the plucky fight of a brave
old Scotch sailor against heavy
•dds with

pirates.

It will be
in

our

printed

next issue

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Fortes, Soutfc Pari·.

Thing

at a Time

"I can't afford to advertise on
large scale," said a merchant

lately, "and with my varied stock
I wouldn't know where to begin
on a small scale."
It Is m common fallacy that
the Uvtrttdac mut οοτ·*
tke whole stock.

of fact It neveï doe·,
even with the moat lavish advertisers, and, if it did, the result
In

point

would be a Jumble of prolixity.
The true policy la to select one
article at a time—something
moderately priced and meeting
the want of the

that at the
Record.

day—and push

people.—Philadelphia

iresented by Chandler Swift, widower.
FLORENCE E. NEWMAN, ward; petition
'or license to sell and convey real estate presented by Henry H. Luce, guardian.
HARRIET E. BLAKE late of Dtxlleld, de:eased; first account presented for allowance by
Henry C. Smith, trustee.
81 MON 8. STOW ELL late of Pârts, deceased ;
Inal account presented for allowance, also petl
,lon for order of distribution of balance remainng In his hands, presented by James 8. Wright,
administrator.
ADDISON E. HBBRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—Attest :
ALBEBT D. PABK, Register.

LOST.
Gold bowed Eye-glasses. Will
the finder please leave them at the
Democrat Office and a suitable re·
ward will be given.

THE CARL LAMSON
BRANCH

Violin and Piano
School
OF

Norway and South Paris,

I· asw located st POWER*' SEW ■ »>«
HC PARLOR» opposite DEPOT, SOUTH
ΡΑΒΙ·, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY aai
FRIDAY sf N«h week.

Advanced studeato as well

Too are Invited to try this
plan in our columns. Changs
sd. with every issue,
uyers watch our columns
for star· mwsl

Sour

taken both

privately

NOTICE.

August 18th, 19M.

EDWABD GIBBS.

beginner·

Children's Class
$6

20 Lesspns
The ■obeciiber h»reby givea notice that be
haa been duly appointed administrator of the
eiuto of
ABNBB K. QÎBB8, late of Porter,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bond· aa the Uw directe. All persons having
demanda against the estate of said deceased are
deaired to present the tarns for aettlement, and
ail indebted thereto are reqoeeted to make payment immediately.

as

and in classes.

wishing
alls address,
or

to

engage leseons

POWERS* NEW MUSIC PAR-

LORS, opposite Depot, South Paris,
Box 335, or Violin School, 514 Congress St., Portland, Maine.
CARL LAM80N, Dtnelor.
aDELBERT 8JOHOLM, Manager.

«Λ! diuoS

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

WK AKK

postal or telephone to
jrou a supply promptly.
A

The C«aservatory Expmads.

NKVKB OUT.

ua

RICHARDS,

m

OPTICIAN,

m

HILLS,

Optician.

MPricesinOirMy.
NORWAY,

WHEELER, Agent,

W. J.

In all its eta ee there
ih'jul t be c!oan:.ue»e.

Elj's Cream Dalm

ek&occ,>ootiic<i an■. hi ale

:he dtsiveii βκ:..~γ..:ιο.
It cares catarrh a:: !£
»wa;· a colli ia '.ho bead

Scientific American.

A handsomely Ulnstrated weekly. T_*rire*t «rTenna, Ï3 a
cnlation -f anr sctenttdc Journal.
yejtr: fourmi »ittia,|l. SMd by all newsdeaJen».
Branch ofBce. «35 Κ 9U. Washington, D. C.

are

Wanted

oeen

hauling logs.
pairs of fresh

about 16 years of age
strong and who wish an

ilso several

positions

open

are

My Second, with the odor sweet.

Now fragrant aa in times of yore.
In far Arabia's burning heat
The beautiful mimosa bore

•No.

1
8

247.—Diagonal Zigzag.
»

«

3
4

ft

or

three

just received,
good driving horses.

Wheeler,

Churchill Emmet!
MaryTalented
Finds

.67
8

Mechanic Falls, Me.

NASH,

"WHILE

in your city

scrr.e

»

·····

9....
10 11
12 13
14 15
10 17

world.
Some day let her pack her luncheon
basket herself and tako her dearest doll,
her sewing or her book and some little

18
Crosswords: 1. A climbing flower of
fragrant odor. 2. Largeness of dimen
sious. 3. A merrymaking. 4. A col6.
lection of shrubs. i». Coarseness.
Journeying. 7. Fleets of small vessels.
8. Unnecessary trimmings. 9. The body

friend and go to her favorite haunt to
the day. Then some day you do
the same thing in the afternoon, only
you will want no doll, and let hor have
charge of the house and got supper for
her little friend and the family. You
will find everything in pretty good condition and a happy young housekeeper
to greet you upon your return.
With a little pa'nstaking effort I believe wo can teach our daughters to beand also
come efficient housekeepers,
prevent them from forming any strong
dislike for even the most irksome
features which housekeeping possesses.
Tribuno Farmer.

spend

of persons employed in some public
service. 10. Sarcastic.
From 1 to -18, a famous American
poet, essayist, scholar and diplomatist.
No. 2IS.—Picture

the
Actress
The
"L. F." Medicine Indispensable

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,

»

work

horses

to

capable boys.
Apply at once to

Pu*k1<».

—

In Petticoats.
One elegant new model of a silk petticoat is of sapphire blue Louisine, with
two fluted flounces of crepe de soie of
the same tint. Tho upper ruffle is cut
in large points, surmounted by half
points of the same dimensions in guipure.
The separated points of the lace are connected by straps of black ribbon velvet.
The under ruffle is cut straight and
fluted like tho upper one. This trimming idea is quite now, and shows how
incrustations of all sorts are made to
form squares^ diamonds, points, lozengos
and so on.

tine ago I

bought sevaril bottles of the True

Licensed Taxidermist,

χ. F.' Atwcod'a Bi::ersat your store and
found that it greatly benefited me. I
wish to eet some more. I send you my
route and several addressed stamped envelops. Please tall ne where I can procure the medicine when I reach New
York. 1 am anxious in the matter, for It
did me more good than anything I have
ever taken and I must have several botMary Churchiu.
tlea right away."
Emmbtt. of "Sowing the Wind" Co.

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

large

South Paris, Me.

smart,

J. WALDO

of

Also two

W. J

to learn the shoe busi-

Good

ness.

pairs

These horses have
worked through the wintei

horses for sale.

boys

opportunity

first

That to the ark did walk or run.
And Noah. who was surely blessed.
Could And it. too. among his suns.

■■

I have several

IN SHOE FACTORY.

who

My

Heavy Team Horses.

îilUNN & Co.36,Broad^ New York

Several

343.—Charade.
each animal possessed
So.

Cream Balm !s pbcod Into the noetrlls, spread
3vor the nmbrano and it absorbed. Belief ta Immédiats and a cure iollowa. It ia cot drying—does
iot produce snuerini;. Large S Lie, 50 eenta at Drug·
jisti or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
11LY BROTHERS, M Warren Street, New York.

whether an
probably patentable. Communie».
Invent ion
UonsntrictlycontUentlaL Handbook on Patent·
tent frwe. Oldest aaency for securing patenta.
Patents taken through Mutin Λ Co. receive
tixcuil w/tic, without chnryo. in tho

Boys

a piece of furniture.
Prefix a vowel to a late blooming
flower and get a spring festival.
The five prefixes spell the answer of
the first.

get

teacher

quickly.

description ma;

a sketch and
our opinion free

ι*

Prefix α vegetable to tartly and get
dish.
Prefix a cloth measure to a knot ot
ribbon and «et a Joint
Prefix a vowel to the bottom of a
thing and get to humble.
Prefix a consonant to competent and
λ

Inwrt the same word in all the
blanks.
that to
The little
boy was so
him would be worse than to
He
current.
the ocean with a
the letter wlilch
simply would uot
and instead he
one should always
on the clean
drew a picture of a
page of his copy book, which made his

CATARRH

Λ ητηηβ «ending

Ho. >44.—Pro fix ea.

No. 240.—Omitted Word.

Nasal

qulciiy ascertain

Making Housework Pleasant.
I want to say a few words about makIf it is deing housework pleasant.
sirable that a person like a certain thing,
isn't it inadvisable to introduce him or
her to the very worst aspect of that
thing first? Don't start the little girl at
washing dishes, as this may justly bo
considered the worst aspect of housekeeping. A small boy once wrote an
original composition in which he told
what a boy can do. Giving quite a list
of things done by himself and commenting on each, he ended with: "A boy's
most dreaded duty is wiping dishes. It
is a girl's work, anyhow." Nearly every
one else seems to be of the same opinion.
Sometimes, when circumstances will
allow, the little girl may be asked to get
the supper, and the mother may do the
dish washing. The look of pleasure on
the face-of the little cook as she summons tho family to the meal she bas
managed herself will amply repay all
sacrifice. Your little daughter can make
a simple cake under your direction, or
Give her the recipe
even without it.
and turn the kitchen affairs into lier
hands. If she should happen to fail it
will be no more than you have done, and
the chances are always in her favor.
Very nice blackberry jelly was made
by a girl eleven years old, with some instruction and assistince from her mother.
Let the children tiy anything that is
reasonable, and take pains to show them
how, and they will have a liking for all
forms of housework and will know how
to do it properly.
Instead of sending the little girl to
dust the room and then telling her she
did not do it properly, take a (lust cloth
yourself and help her a few times.
Under your careful instruction she will
very soon learn to do it so you will have
no occasion for adverse criticism.
If she seems tired of sewing on her
own buttons, ask her some day to sow
When she
«ne on for papa or mamma.
thinks that ironing towels and wash
cloths is very small business, lot lier
take something more difficult from the
basket, and she will learn to iron better
and think she is of more use in the

To artisans, indeed to all.
My whole most useful often proves.
In war and peace, when need doth call,
It strikes whene'er the spirit move·.

MAINE.

Me.

County,

South Paris, Oxford

I* solicited. Address : Editor Hoxkkakxb*
Column, Oxford Democrat, Puis. Maine.

SON,

A. W WALKER &

I From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspa{>er of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

Uorrespondenoe on topics of Interest to the Indi·

will bring

The Xew England Conservatory of
•OVTH PABtt, ME.
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
new buiMin?s on the Back Eay.
is the latest school of mus'c in the
Sand. &o.
wor'd, and its pie-euiineuce among
American institutions has been conceded
S.
ever s".» ce It was founded in 1S53 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond planoe
Since then, as the conwe e pn-cbased.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.
servatory has expanded, there have
A
Ivers
268
been
acquired
gradually
Pond pianoe. With tbe expansion incidental to moving into tbe new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed the:r order for 31
additional Ivers <i Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Jeweler and Graduate
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

m

HOMEMAKERS· COLUMN.

D° Y°U WANT IT?

I
VVnL'
A I

—

W. H. Winchester,

So Certain, Safo and Reliable that No
Other Medioine Can Take Its Place

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Picture Frames

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,l.

High G*ade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Supplies.

L. M. TUFTS,

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues sent

on

Nichols St..

ON

to close out odd

application.

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

—

BUSINESS COLLEGE

LrwISTOS. M.VINK
When you come to think of goinp away to
Bu-ilnoss ColU· ro send for our CAT ALOO 250
Κ'.·· π· New BulMIuK
"mr
tu.'· ·ι' »:.»t

PORTLAND DIVISION.

Cout and Interior Β «aorta of

To th«

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Rtw England.
ADDITIONAL M'SDAY SERVICE.

Commencing Monday, June S,
franklin
1903, steamers leave
Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,
Boston, daily, Sundays included, at
7 P. M.
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Portland,

MAINE.
CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish I

Me.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Manager.

Also Window & Door Frames.

General offices Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mass.

If In want of any kind of Finish for 1 η aide or
Pine Lum
Outside work, send In your orders
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
E.

Anst Sumner.

CHANDLER,
.....

No. 230.—Word Squares: I.—1. Feat.
II.—1.
4. Team.
3. Asia.
2. Ease.
Plea. 2. Leap. 3. Ease. 4. Apes.
No. 237.—Illustrated Central Acrostic: Wordsworth. 1. Towel. 2. Crows
0.
5. Masks.
4. Caddy.
3. Carol.
Mower. 7. Ghost. 8. Ilorse. 0. Latch.

10. Other.
No. 238.—Added Syllables: Top, topic. Star, starling. Plan, planet. Troll,
trolley. Rack, racket Wag, wagon.
No. 231».—A Buried Proverb: Fuir
play is a Jewel.
No. 240.—Central Acrostic: Webster.
3. Table. 4.
2. Friends.
1. Sower.
Lobster. 5. Lhteh. 0. Literal. 7. ErNo.

241.—Anagram: Preserve,

per-

verse·

No. 242.—Rlddîemeree: Footba I
No
243.—Separated Words: Pearlash. Vase-line.
A COLD IN

ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund tho money if it
fails to cure. E. W- Grove's signature
on each box.
25c.
TO

CURE

dynamite."

Main*.

Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine free
from poisons and will cure any case of
kidney disease that is not beyond the
reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleff &
Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Livery Stock for Sale !

horses, two-seated carriages,
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
20

wagon, harness, whips, robes,
Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nic, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellmt opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terras.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.

PAROI D

KOi'FINCi

DECORATE,
By

King."

S. P. MAXIM <t SON,

Jewel,

■

W. J

South Paris,

Wheeler,

Main·

A

PHYSICIAN HEALED.

Dr. Geo. Ewing, a practicing physician
of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over thirty
years, writes his personal experience
with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years I
had been grea-ly bothered with kidney
and bladder trouble and enlarged prostate gland. I used everything known
to the profession without relief, until I
commenced to use Foley's Kidney Cure.
After taking three bottles I was entirely
relieved aid or ed. I prescribe it now
daily in ray piactlce and heartily recommend ite use to all physicians for such
troubles. I have prescribed it in hundreds of cases with perfect success."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris.
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Once there was a girl who wouldn't
believe men whon they told her she was
pretty, but she was in a book.
DEWITT IS THE ~N A ME.

When you go to buy Witch Hazel
Salve look for the name DeWitt on every
box.
The pure, unadulterated Witch
Hazel is used in making DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve, which is the best salve in
the world for cuts, burns, bruises, boils,

and piles. The popuiaritv of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, due to its
many cures, has caused numerous worthless counterfeits to be p'.tced on the
market. The genuine bears the name of
E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. So'd by
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

eczema

fttiriHtd 4 Fort·*! South Γιιί.

Foley's Kidney

It's

a

hard

struggle to fight
the battles of

with the
heavy burdens

life
of

kidney

ills.

The constantly
aching back

—

weariness—Distressing urinto
ary disorders—All yield quickly
fhe

Doan's

Kidney Pills,
for

Â Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.

vored the adoption of the Hindoo sysVt,
tem of notation (falsely called Arabic),
Mr. T. H. Ilughes, of Sa χ tone River,
Locke & Co., says: "My
with Its position values, while the other, employed by II. P.
and
for
years,
kidneys did not act properly
known as the ahadsts, favored the Ro- It gradually grew on me. For two or tbreo
a
with
much
me
very
man notation, without zero or position years they troubled
back and in
dull, aching pain across my
for
any
feet
value.
on
stood
my
I
my loins. If
my
The general adoption of the Hindoo length of time, 1 felt the pain across
numb.
back more and my legs became
the
facilitated
was
by
greatly
so bad that
system
When the pain In my back got on
plasters,
facts that it was explained in most of I could stind It no longer, I put
of them, out they
the calendars for more than η century, and I used α great many
I also
relief.
me
temporary
only afforded
beginning with 1300, and that the mé- used medicines of all kinds, but they did
Kidney
Doan's
saw
I
cause.
dia-val universities frequently offered not reach the
recommended,
Tills advertised, and bo well
courses devoted to the use of this notathem a trial, and
that J was induced to give
store. They
tion.—Chicago Tribune.
I got them at Andrew's drug
relief. After the treatgave me Immediate
of my
ment I seldom felt any symptoms
I did I took a
former troubles, but when
HEROIC SELF SACRIFICE.
soon
It
and
I'llls
few of Doan's Kidney
were not so
left me. My rheumatic pains
lantired,
Xnvnl
that
α
WMeh
Yonnar
have
(onroicc With
severe, and I did not
energy In doing
Officer Greeted Death.
guid feeling. I badallmore
a
Doan
to
credit
the
my work and give
"Speaking of herolsin," said a navy Kidney Pills. They did me a great deal
recommendla
officer at his club a few evenings a«o. of good, and I feel Justified
reliable
them to others as α good and
"it Is rare that such an example is seen ing
medicine."
all drug·
as that of Hynson, who was a passed
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by
60 cents per box. Foster-MUburn Co.*
midshipman at Vera Cruz in 1S4H. It gists;
Y.
Ν.
Buffalo,
was really more than a bit of heroism;
It was fortitude, passive courage, that
PHOTOGRAPHK
confronted a peculiar danger, a self
sacrifice, that was most conspicuous.
"Our fleet was off the harbor on
blockade duty when one day a Spanish
merchant vessel managed to slip In

&

Wo want men over all Now England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

Me
HOMER N. CHASE Si CO., Auburn,
Main Street.

The New-York

Tribune Farmer

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and Htands at tho head of the ilticuI·
tural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmer*,
helping them to secure the largeet possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is $1.00 per year, but we will receive
subscription for THE NEW. YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite

ΝΛΧΙΜ,

*13 !Haiu St., South

local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Bol Papers One Year lor Only $21.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Detnucnt,
South l'aris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York

bring

you free

in

are

marriages made

heaven?"
Mrs. Dimpleton—"Yon,
"Have I got to wait that long?"

dear."

°J

At tho Art Store. Picture Dealer—
"The artist died before ho was thirty."
Mrs. Greenback—"Why, I thought you
said he was an 'old master'?"
STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents.

a

"I never heard Dinsmore acknowledge
that be was growing old before to-day."
"How did he acknowledge it?" "He an·
nounced that he felt just as young as he
ever

did."

"I had diabetes in its worst form,"
writes Marion Lee of Dnnreath, Ind. "I

tried eight physicians without relief.
Only three bottles of Foley's Kidney

Cure made me a well man." F. A.
Shurtleff & Co., Sonth Puis. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

Λιι

Wnferlon.

Λ merlon η

Wellington at Waterloo and Meade
at Gettysburg each held the highlands
against his antagonist. Wellington on
Mont Saint Jean and Meade on Cemetery Itidge had the birdseye view of
'.lie forces of attack. The English batteries on the plateau and the Union

With IL

I took Kodol Dyapepaia Cure for about fottf

months and It cured

me.

Kodol Digests What Yon Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervoua

strain and the heart of all pressure.
Bottles only- $1.00 Size holding 2 % times thetrtf
size, which sells for 50c.
topared by E. 0. OeWITT * 00., 0HI0AQ9
Sold

by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

batteries on Cemetery Heights commanded alike the intervening undulations across which the charging colmust advance. Behind Mont
umns

ALMOST

Tribune

newspaper for busy people, alm<»t ai
and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
news of the world at a very small owt.
with all

GOOD

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

A

important

The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Lee, was a sharp declivity, a protecting
and helpful depression. As the French
under Napoleon at Waterloo, so tho
Confederates under Lee at Gettysburg
held the weaker position. In both cases
the assailants sought to expel their opponents from the stronger lines. I
might add another resemblance in tho
results which followed. Wnterloo decreed the destiny of France, of England, of Europe. Gettysburg, not so di-

copy.

Tri-Weekly

AS
AS

Saint J"an, to conceal Wellington's
movements from Napoleon's eyes, were
the wor.dlands of Soignes. Behind
Cemetery IMdge, to conceal Meade's
movements from the field glasses of

sample

THE
ity, will

to
l

The New-York

—

Elsie—"Mamma,

99 A.

Mention thla paper.

SUPPLIES !

P.

W.

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

Weak
Hearts

Grfpln

I

4<ί0 A. I). About this time It was used
in India, and several centuries later the
Arabs began to employ It Through
the Arabs its use became known to Europeans during the twelfth century. It
was nut generally adopted in Europe
until several centuries later, notwithstanding its great advantages. For a
considerable time there were two parties among the European educators.
One party, known as the algorlsts, fa-

A Hard Struggle.

Pari», il·
without being discovered. Hynsou conMall orders promptly filled.
ceived the idea of capturing the vessel
he succeeded in
is
Ida—"That parrot
always saying by a night attack, and
'Sit close.'" May—"Yes. It's hard to doing so. Hut as he could not take the
a
vessal out of harbor, for the reason
say whether his former owner was
street car conductor or a young lady that she was under the close range
keeping regular company."
of the enemy's guns, Ilynson set fire
In doing so he burned
vessel.
RECOVERED SPEECH AND HEAR- to the
both his arms so badly that he carried
ING.
due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
them in slings for several days. While Are
one hundred people who have heart trouble
Messrs. Ely Bros.—I commenced using
In this disabled condition a terrific
can remember when It was simple Indigesyour Cream Balm about two y oars ago
squall came up and played havoc with tion. It is a scientific fact that all cases of
for catarrh.
My voice was somewhat several
one
the
and
little
of
our
vessels,
heart disease, not organic, are not only
thick and my hearing was dull.
My
was captraceable to, but are the direct result of Indihearing has been fully restored and ray on which Ilynson was serving
speech has become quite clear. I am a sized. Hynson and one of the other of- gestion. All food taken Into the stomach
teacher in our town.
ficers managed to get hold of a floating Which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
stomach, puffing it up againstth·
L. G. Brown, Gianger, 0.
spar, but as it was not sufficient to ■wells the
Interferes with the action ot
The Balm does not irritate or cause
them both afloat Ilynson let go heart. This
keep
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents his hold and In a feu* moments sank to the heart, and in the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 50 Warron
his death."—Ni'W York Tribune.
Mr. O. Kauble, of Nevada. O., says: I had stomach
Street, New York.
trouble and was In · bad state as I had heart trouble

POTENT PILL PLEASURE.
The pills that are potent in their
action and pleasant in effect are DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. W. S. Philpot of
Albany, G..., says, "During a bilious attack 1 took one. Small as it was it did
me more good than calomel, blue-miss
or any other pills I over took, and at the
fluffy textiles" same time it atTectcd mepleaiantly. Liegarments made of
with any amount of exquisite workman- tie Early Risers are certainly an ideal
ship lavished upon them. They continue pill." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
for the most part flat at the t ip. To
Husband—"That youngest child of
preserve the svelto lines of the figure it
Wife—"Inis necessary that the skirt shoulu hang Blank's talks all the time."
softly and in straight lines from the deed! Is it a boy or girl?" Husband—
talks
hips. Gathers wrongly placed, a pleat "Oh, fudge!—Didn't I just say it
misapplied, the wrong position of a all the time?"
cord, a band or a button may destroy
EAT ALL YOU WANT.
the harmony of the whole.
The dressy lingerie petticoat is no
Persons troubled with indigestion or
longer an affair of line nainsook incrust- dyspepsia can eat all they want if they
Starch such «1 tIiinij ever will take Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. This
J 'ac©·
so nicely and you cannot get the spread- remedy prepares the stomach for the reing effect about the feet with the cam- ception, retention, digestion and assim'bric and lace alone. The body of the latton of all of the wholesome food that
new lingerie petticoat and the flounce may be eaten, and enables the digestive
around the bottom are made of white organs to transform tho same into the
taffeta, which serves as a foundation for kind of blood that gives health and
the large flounce of transparent fabric strength. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
which garnishes it, and is so arranged
"You used to say she was like a Drosthat it can easily be taken off and put in
den doll," said Harry Hluelace. "Too
the washtub.
Gunn. "How
Always there are flounces of all sorts much so," spoke Gussieshe
cried 'Mamput on in great quantities around the could that be?" "Why,
base, to give the proper "s'nnd out" ma' every time she was squeezed."
effect. It is because of this "stand-out''
quality that taffetas continue so popular
Important to Mother*.
White and cream
a petticoat fabric.
carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
taffetas have the preference, and after
them come the light shades, such as rose • Mfeud eure remedy for infante and children,
leaf, sky blue and mauve. Black chan- ■ad M· that It
tilly is a favorite trimming where it is
not desired to keep the skirt self-toned.
The new skirts are completely linished
at the front and over the hips. Bands b Uee For Over 30 Tear·.
Skirts of wash
are absolu tely banished.
The Kind You Bat· Always fioofbt
materials have buttonholes and buttons
arranged in as flat a manner ai
The fool takes things as they come,
Non-washable petticoats fastm with a
but the wise man lets a good many of
clasp or hook. The fashion of fasten- them
pass on.
ing the skirt in front or at the left side
has been abandoned for the more natural
Mrs. Janson (to Mrs. Lamrnis, in perfastening in the back.
fect confidence)—"Do you know, mine is
Some of the new skirts are cut in two the
prettiest baby in the world?" "Well,
down
a
seam
the
This
brings
pieces.
really, now, what a coincidence!" s;'id
center of the front and another down the Mrs. Lammis. "So is mine."
center of the back. Other models are
gored in five, six or seven pieces.
CONSUMPTION THREATENED.
Louisine is not so well liked as taffetas
"I was troubled with a hacking cough
by reason of being too soft. Satin for a year and I thought I hau consump18
ys pretty and o'egant.tion," says C. Unger, 211 Maple St.,
Champaign, III. "I tried a great many
Hints on Color Effects.
remedies ard I was urder the care of
A white parasol is very drossy, but as physicians for several months. I used
It
ooe bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar.
a sunshade it is a distinct failure.
Pink is wonderfully becoming, but it cured me, and I have not been troubled
since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
is apt to make one look warm.
Red certainly gives one the appearance Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
of being in a glow. But, nevertheless,
Harold—"Do you think it would bo
it is becoming to some.
Green as a rule makes one look ghaet- wrong for me to kiss you?" Mao—"I
e®ec' to onlookers is gen- don't know. Mamma told me to never
1'
11
erally that of coolness. Green is always let her sre me kissing a man, but she's
gone over to Mrs. Bixley's."
refreshing and cool looking.
Black chiffon parasols are cool aid
FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE.
light to hold.
Will cure Bright's Disease.
I'ongee is apt to be unbecoming unless
one has a very good complexion.
Will cure Diubetes.
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
So one must choose whether she wi'l
Bladder
cure
be cool and look ghastly under green, or
Will
Kidney and
be warm, but have a becoming rosy flush Diseases.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
under pink.
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Becomingness in a parpsol is a very
"Shall I administer gas before extractimportant point.
The parasol frames your face far ing your tooth?" asked the dentist.
more completely than does your hat.
"Well," answered the fair patient from
the back township, "if it doesn't cost
Chicago Journal.
any more I'd rather you'd give me elecStiff Collars; Wash Stocks.
tric light."
The high linen collar is revived and
shows various modifications that will
find favor with thoso who affect tailor
2 Day»
styles. Some of the new high turnover 2ures «Cold in One Day,
linen collars are oramented with wovenin dots in color or white, of embroidery,
Perhaps doiible or single rows of hemstitching about the edge.
The low, rolling Byron collar is smart
Christian Science Mother—Eleanor,
worn with an outing costume, while
what is the matter?
there is a new and extremely narrow
"Oh, mamma, I got a terrible error of
turn over collar that is very comfortable.
the mind in my stomach."
A new collar that has attained popularity is a stiff clerical band fastened QUICK RELIEF FOR ASTHMA SUFwith two studs at the back. The disFERERS.
tinctive feature of this severe collar is
and Tar affords imFoley's
Honey
tie
it.
that
the
accompanies
mediate relief to asthma sufferers in the
silk
of
or
linen
scarfs
crepe
Long
worst stages and if taken in time will
gauze are tho prevailing fashion, and
a cure.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
their success lies in the manner in which effect
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
are tied.

There are beautiful stocks of heavv
Cure will cure all washing materials, with medallions of
diseases arising from disordered kidneys lace let in, embroidered designs and
F. A. Shurtleff «& Co., fancy stitching for ornamentation : others
HAS THE GALL.
or bladder.
are relieved from plainness by a line of
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
3. Government recently ordered South Paris.
The V.
narrow piping in color about the edge
1 β 1,two square feet for shipment to Manila.
Home Telephone Call. 108-5.
Γ he subscriber* have told over 25.0U0 feet,
Donuthin—"I tell you whisky Pearl buttons or studs are used to fasten
Andrews House Stable Call. 108-13.
Dinky
month
of
June.
lOJAJO feet during the
is handy when you got the cramps." some of the daintiest of these.—DeThe one-ply which costs $2 25 per square la
Black Stallion,
warranted ten years, and the two-ply fifteen Husting Hawkins—"Yes, and cramps is lineator.
rear».
handy when you've got whisky."
In the choice of fish, one that is broad
We have subjected It to some very severe teste
*hh moat excellent resuite.
Many persons in this community are and thick of its kind is to be preferred
We also have the Napomaat Bed Bop·
to those that are thin and nairow. See
loaiay, manufactured by the same company. suffering from kidney complaint who
ΓtU* makes a very low priced roof which «111 could avoid fatal result*by using Foley's also that the eyes are bright, the gills
tree
on
aat Ave year· or more. Sample# etc.
apKidney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., red, the scales closely laid and shining,
>Ucatlon.
and that the fish feels stiff. Stale fish
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
a
has always a limper feeling, especially
Seedsman—"You
know, ma'am, you about the vent; the„eyes become filmy,
Dare Devil, record 2:09.
don't
have
to
plant your potatoes whole, the scales brown and fiabby, and the
Age·!·,
dam of Lord March, , ΙΟΓΤΗ PARI*.
Dam,
MAIMS. you can cut them up in small pieces." whole presents a dingy appearance.
I know; that
Mrs.
Newmarket—"Yes,
a :ii i-a, and Point Dexter, a :ai i-a.
do very well if we always wanted
It is all important to retain the heat
might
1
Λ/β Do all Kind· of....
Send for circular.
t) raise potatoes for Lyonnaise or for in an iron while using, for this reason
"
mashing; but we should probably desire the ordinary stand is no good. Try a
JOB PRINTING.
to have potatoes served whole, now and clean, white briok and see how much
then."
longer your iron will stay hot.

Inch

A scientist has discovered that hens
time because at

lay eggs in the day
night tney are roosters.

Miss Nexdor—"This is a pretty time
night for that Dasher girl to be playing the piano." Mies Also—"Oh, she's
no respecter of time.
You can tell that
from the way she's playing."
they
of

etc.

"Every

Co.

Argus0

κ τ tu the Fuiilrr.

What Did He Mean? "Have you over
been married?" asked the magistrate.
"No," replied tbe prisouer at the bar of
justice; "but I've been blown up by

Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

W.

When does a burglar become a bird?
When he Is a robin' (robbing).
What game are baggage masters
most like? Checkers.
What Is that which everybody has
Yesseen, but will never soe again?
terday.—New York Tribune.

ror.

&

possible'

Washing and ironing
Will call for and
class manner.
other half.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

Chas. F. Ridlon, Eastern Steamship Company.

Matched Hard

Answered.

Washing and Ironing Wanted.

up stock.

E. W.

2SO.—(ipoKraphlral Annjrramv
1. Lag. seen—A river In Africa.
2. Eater, push—A river in Turkey in
Asia.
3. Ray, tart—A country in Asia.
4. Nod, bus—A river In America.
Ko.

Why is bread like the suu? Because
when It rises it Is light.
Why are towboats like human beings? Because some tow (toe) in and
some tow out.
Why Is a train of cars like a blanket?
Because It covers the sleeper.
What Islands are best for picnic godone in first ers? The Sandwich Islands.
What Is most like a half moou? The

patterns and clean

NORWAY,

Spa lu.
D. A great queen
England.
10. An African explorer.
IL A great Italian poet.

Salary or
In Ox fori an·! adjacent counties.
Λ
Address
-om mission.
TUB VICTOR OIL COMPANY.
Cleveland Ohio

Carpets

Wool

Κ». !i:U.-Prlmal Acrowtlc.
Primais sik'U ti* name of u poet beloved by children.
1. One of tbe smaller planets.
2. One of tbe larger planets.
3. A noted American general.
4. A noti«d American engineer.
5. A noted English admiral
G. A noted American writer.
T. A great American printer.
8. The greatest of the queens of

Conundrum*

the best doctors in Nashville, but they
failed to do him any good. After using
I
one bottle of Kodol he is a well baby.
recommend it to all sufferers." Kodol
digests what you eat and makes the
sù>macb sweet. Sold by P. A. Shurtleff

"soft"

Λ person consulted by many credulous people.

SALESMEN WANTED 2££ί

A LOW PRICE
—

SOUTH PARIS.

14 5 m, IK

ZERO AN ANCIENT TERM.
SAVE THE CHILDREN.
of every one hundred
It Waa In lie In Ilabylon Thirty-·'*
diseases that children have are due to
Centurie· Ago.
disorders of the stomach, and these disThe term zero, which is need to desigorders are all caused by indigestion.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is just as good for nate a cipher and in meteorology the
children as it is for adulti. Children entire absence of heat in the atmosthrive on it. It lcep" the'r little stom- phere, was, according to a mathematicachs sweet and encoura.',es their growth al iii.Uori.in, Moritz Cantor, used by the
and development. Mrs. nenry Car er,
Babylonians about the year 1700 B. C.
705 Central Stieet, Nashvil!e, Te"0.,
Vhis, however, is merely a supposition.
says: "My little boy is now three years
established
old and has been Buffering from indiges- It has uot been definitely
than
tion ever since he was born. I have had that zero was in use any earlier
Ninety-seven

Both Papers One Year for $2,25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWTRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
YORK

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

QUAKER RANGE

immediately, but practically,
rectly
decided the fate of the Confederacy.—
or

General John B. Gordon In Scrlbner'a.
Ladicn Who Wore Knives.

In early English (lays knives were
by Englishwomen In Imitation of
tlie anelace, a dagger carried nt tlie
girdle. Chancer speaks of them In the
prologue to his "Canterbury Tales:"
worn

Hlr knives v.erc y-cluiped not with brass,
lint all with silver wrought, full clean and

well.
In I'oss church, Herefordshire, is a
monument to a lady of the Huddle family, temp. Henry VIII., who wears a
purse and a knife. Brand tells us that
knives were formerly part of the acIn a play,
couterments of a bride.
temp. "Edward III.," occurs the pas-

THE VITAL NECESSITY
There Is no other one thiiiK
with which I have so much trouble as this lack of persistency
They lack
among advertisers.

sage:

the nerve to tight long and hard.
While they will expend a good
deal of cash and energy In mak-

Here

ing

by my eldo do hang my wedding
knives.
In tlie "Archreologla" Mr. Douce, the
antiquary, wrote a paper on this practice of wearing knives by European
ladles In the sixteenth century, and an
engraving shows a specimen of a case
of these wedding knives, dated 1010,
which are described as having amber
handles and cases of purple velvet embroidered with gold.

Soiuc Pynmr Animal·.

A species of dwarf elephant used to
live on the island of Malta and in variJudging from the
ous parts of Italy.
bon:>s which remain, these animals,
about the size of a large sheep, were
somewhat numerous. A dwarf elephant
Is a rarity now and no longer forms a
distinct species, but Is considered rath-

freak.
A very beautiful species of pygmy
deer is found on the Sunda Islands.
These little creatures are not much larger than a cat. but have all the points
of a "well bred" deer.
Among horses Shetland ponies are
The ordinary musk of
the pygmies.
central Africa is a pygmy, or dwarf, of
only about twenty Inches In height at
the shoulder and throe feet in length.
er a

Λ Kline nt Tennyaon.
In the "New Letters and Memorials
of Jane Welsh Carlyle" Is a letter to
her husband In which occurs the following amusing little fling nt Tennyroii:

"Did you know that Alfred Tennyson
Is to have η pension of £200 a year, after all? Teel has staled his intention of
recommending him to her gracious majesty, and that Is considered final—Ά
chacun selon sa capacité!' Lady Harriet told me lie wanted to marry; 'must
have a woman to live beside; would
prefer a lady, but cannot afford one,
and so must marry a maidservant.'
Mrs. Henry Taylor said she was about
to write to him in behalf of their housemaid. who was quite a superior character In her way."
Teeth.

Small, chalk white teeth are a sign of
ι weak constitution.
Strong, normal
teetlf are large and yellowish white.
Sometimes an enthusiastic novelist in
depleting the charms of his heroine
will give her two rows of pearls between her ruby lips. The truth of the
matter Is nothing could be more ghastly or unnat\ral or unbecoming than
teeth made of pearls. It Is only "store

teeth" that possess

a

high polish.

War.
Anxious Father—But, my boy, unless
you study you will know nothing. You
will make no money with which to buy
He Knew

a

things.
Young nopeful—That's nothing. I'll
live everything charged, and I'll keep
on that way till I get married.—Meg-

gendorfer Blatter.

a

single plunge, they will

grow tired If called upon to expend the same amount through
a campaign of six months.
uphill road all the war·
not try to apart.

Do

For a little way it goes easy,
and you get over tho ground fast,
but the goal seems all the farther away when the nervous energy In that spurt Is spent. There

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

to

50 CtS.

but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.
never

peralateney

la the

one

learned that

In

vital

advertlalng
neceaalty.

They Jumped into advertising
preparation In the way

without

of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from
wasting rt. They failed to consider that the creation of trade

through advertising

process.—Inland

was a

D0Wn 'nd

put

are

without bolts.

on

are

The reat

they

as

remove

50 CtS.

,

Week a.

Variety Store, Norway.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
quantity desired.

In any

long

LOAD

CAR

Printer.

LOTS

SPECIALTY.

A

For Price and Particulars address,

use
merchants
Succesaful
columns persistently.

our

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN. COAL AND WOOD.

Pus m Organs
I have

a

large stock of

new

Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

hand instruments.

FOU MALI·;.

CARRIAGE

Express Wagon,
heavy Harness

PAINTING.
Having just built

am now

work

a new

shop

near

Nichols Street, I
prepared to do first-class
all kinds of

my residence
on

on

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7i octave, almost new

fortlSS.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for $9ΦΟ, worth 1250.
One second hand Ivors & Pond piano,
walnut case, for §950, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

great trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for $35.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for $45

Paris,

and

F. E.

Furniture.

Kimball,

South Paris, Me.

1804. Hebron Academy. 1903.
The Fall Term of Iiebron Academy
will open

Tuesday, Sept. 8,

1903.
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
The ezpensea of a term are now as low
that cost $125, for $65.
as before the present splendid equipment
150.00 to $55.00 will
One secoud hand square piano, a nice was completed.
pay all bills for a term of twelve weeks.
one, for $115, worth $140.
By self boarding, students are able to
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
reduce expeisea to a rate within the
means of any ambitious boy or girl.
Write the principal for catalogue or
farther information.
BHAUKM BLOCK,
W. E. SARGENT, Prin., Hebron, Me.

W. J. Wheeler,

UlM July, 1908.

toitk Pari·,

/

one

light and one

C. G. CURTIS,
South I'aris.

Cnrringe·, Sleighs. Signs

case.

Ν. B·

BBRIjIIV AND OORHAM,

HTATK OF

NAIXK.

TREASURER'S OFFICE.
19»·
Augusta, Au;;. S.

I'uniuant to chap. 0, sec. 73, of the Revlii·'
otic*
Statut»·*, 1 will ut tnu State TretnuretV
Α gusta, on the twi-ntv.fourth «lay of September
Ί·*"1
next, at 11 o'clock ^. M., srli ard convey l»y Mate
all the lnteri-st of the
to the

highest bidder,

In the tnut* of land herein >fier deaerllasd, lyl»*
bavin*
In unincorporated townships tald tra»'t«
«ο··
been forielted to the State for State taxe.' xutt
of
county taxe* certified to the Treasurer
of
for the year 1901. The sale and conveyance
In (he
each tract will be made subject to a rl^lit n for·
l<e»
owner or part owner whose rlgh'· hav<·
wltliln
fi l ed, to redeem the name at any time
tendering
one year ai er the «aie, by paying or
of what he pur
hi·
to the

purchaser

proportion

si

chaser paid therefor at the sale with Interest tlw
from
the rate of twenty per cent, per annum
or *u< «
t'me of Mlc, and one dollar for release,
as
owner may redeem hU Interest by payln*
as
prend·'
Stat?,
of
Treasurer
aforesaid to the
In « hap. β. sec. 75 of the Revised aiatutc»
l<e
No tract, however, will be sold at a ρsuch unthan the full amount due thereon for
and co·**.
Interest
and
taxe*,
sute
county
paid
aa described In the following schedule:

OXFORD COUNTY.
{*
1901, Andover North Surplus, 160
·"·*
1001, Frycburg Academy Grant, 1777
ORAMANDAL SMITH.
Treasurer State of Maine.

FABIfl

FOR

SALE

miles from
Situated in Oxford, about 3 1-2
"η·1
Boutb I'arW. Small farm, good building*.
!>■ route.
F.
R.
on
In goo 1 state of cultivation,

Inquire of

NANCY 8. THOMAS, at premises.
I an'·
Or, Jamju S. Wriout, South

